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A few questions with Governor Hugh ·Gallen 
Annie Az::i is a junior at Oyster River High School. She 
obtained a half hour interview with Governor Hugh Gallen 
the Saturday before last. 
By Annie Azzi 
Q. It is a fact that there have been more highway deaths 
since the drinking age was raised to 20. Do you think this 
can be attributed to the age difference?. 
A. J think it has been too short a time to be able to have a 
·definition of what is causing the rise. Maybe there are 
more children coming from Massachusetts this past 
summer. 
Q. What do you think about registration/or the draft? 
A. There is nothing wrong with registration. It is a step in 
the right direction and will get a lot of the paper work out 
of the way. 
Q. Do you think it) feasible to convert Seabrook to a 
coal-burning plant? 
am for nuclear power. I am for any alternative source of 
energy. I 'm also very supportive of solar power. I'm very 
supportive of hydro power and improving natural gas 
(supplies) from Canada and I support the President's 
program to get more oil in the country. And I'm 
supporting the pipe coming down from Alaska. 
Q. Wili any steps be taken against protestors at Seabrook 
May 24? 
A. 1 basically would like to take the same steps as we took 
last fall. I heard people down there saying it's my 
constitutional right. I for one do not wish to take the 
approach of mass arrest and then have to use armories 
and tie up the court system. This would really place a-
great burden on the State of New Hampshire and also be 
giving people who cause damage to private property 
publicity and that is another desire thev have. lf vou qike 
·_that a~ay from them yo~'ll ~J~w th~m_c!o\Y_I}_a_E~g~_C: 
them second thoughts about participating in the whole. 
process. A. Senator (Paul) Tsongas (D-Mass.) said the other day 
that if he had to choose between nuclear power and coal, 
he would choose nuclear. I am in agreement with that. ~ GALLEN, page 16 Governor Hugh Gallen 
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Firetraps plague Main St. 
Sigi Sporer is preparing himself for the upcoming international 
ping pong championships (Tad Ackman photo) 
By Margo Hagopian 
Firetrap apartments exist in 
Durham because of a lack of fire 
safety regulations when they ·. · . 
were built. And the Ul'IH-Durham 
Fire Department lacks . the _ time -
and staff to work with landlords o'n 
repairs. 
Areas slated for investigation 
are 25 and 29 Main Street, owned 
by Ernest 'Cutter, and the Coops 
Apartments, owned by a Mr. 
White of Massachusetts. 
At 25 Main Street, there are no" 
fire doors to stop a fire from 'being 
sucked up the stairway. There are 
also no smoke detectors in the 
rooms, although one resident said 
she had a fire extinguisher in her 
apartment. 
There is a rusty fire escape on 
one side of the building for the 
second floor, but if there was a fire, 
the people in the other apartment 
would be cut off from it because 
they would have to cross an 
unprotected stairway to reach it . . 
The fire escape ends eight to nine 
feet above the ground. 
At 29 Main Street, if there was a 
fire, a resident on the second floor 
could either go down a stairway 
with no fir~walls or firedoors or 
they can climb onto the roof and 
jump. 
There is a fire escape ladder 
outside the third floor window 
Paddler spins toward Minn. 
By Tad Ackman 
Game point. 
The ping pong ball rests in the 
palm of 31-year-old Sigi Sporer for 
a moment before he gives it a little 
hitch to loft it into the air. Sporer 
slaps it with the leading edge of his 
paddle, spinning it through the air 
into his opponent's weak area, 
where it bounces unpredictably off 
the other player's paddle. 
Game! 
Sporer,_a native of Regensburg, 
Germany, who is preparing . his 
doctorate in psychology at U,NH, 
is representing UNH this week in 
the Association of College Unions 
International table tennis 
champoinship in Minneapolis, 
Minn. 
He is one of three UNH 
students who have played their 
way to the international 
championships. The University 
will also be represented this month 
and next in ACUI women's 
billiards by Manchester junior 
Bessie Labanaris and in men's 
freestyle Frisbee by Hampton 
sophomore Greg Robinson. 
Sporer, who won the ACUI 
men's doubles in 1973, says he may 
not be ready for the nationals this 
year because he has been 
preoccupied with his psychology 
dissertation, but it's the fun that 
counts. 
"Thinking about winning 
distracts me from playing," Sporer 
says. "For me, it is playing the 
sport which is ·gratifying, not 
winning." 
Sporer says he comes from a 
background where playing sports 
was not encouraged. 
"In Germany there were no 
. school sports. If you wanted to jog, 
you had to do it in a closet," he 
says. 
Still, he says, rhere were times 
when he would return to school 
after winning a weekend soccer or 
basketball tournament, only to 
meet with the scorn, of his 
instructors for not having spent the 
time studying. 
"You h~v~ _ your body; you 
Q 
should use 1t," Sporer says. "I ama 
very physical person. I always have 
to be moving. 1f I didn't have table 
tennis, I would be doing something 
else-running, tennis." 
Yet with all the enthusiasm 
Sporer exhibits. for the sport, he 
maintains that when he compares 
table tennis to some of the other 
things that go on in the world-
"politics in any country, third 
world issues, political action"-
table tennis appears irrelevant. 
"h's a very important 
irrelevance," he sums up. The six 
hours that he sets aside each week 
for exercise and practice are, to 
him, "justifiable." 
"It's a very important 
irrelevance," he sums up. The six 
hours tfiat he sets aside each week 
for exercise and practice are, to 
him, ~•justifiable." 
In order to qualify for the 
national . competition, Sporer, 
Labanaris, anci Robinson had to 
win a campus level competition 
and then a regional toµrnament, 
PING, page 16 
which ends on the roof. They 
would also have to jump off the 
second floor roof. 
The apartments do have smoke 
detectors. 
"What upsets me," resident 
Barbara Stevens said, "is they're 
not going to realize it until 
someone dies in a fire." 
The Coops Apartments have 
many of the same hazards. Last 
week a burner unit malfunctioned 
causing an explosion in the boiler. 
In order to repair the boiler, the 
basement and furnace room were 
cleaned out. 
Half rotted mattresses, discarded 
furniture, and broken machinery 
were lined up in the yard. 
The stairways are not enclosed 
by fire doors, nor are there smoke 
detectors in the apartments. 
Manager Anna Belinsky said she 
has written to White to request 
money for the smoke detectors. He 
has not responded yet. 
The second and third floors of 
the Coops have a fire escape. It is 
painted the same color as the 
building. One resident of the two 
third floor apartments said she 
didn't even know it was there. 
To reach the fire escape, one 
must walk across a slanted catwalk 
of one inch wide boards. 
"Most buildings that were at one 
time single family homes and then 
converted to apartments are the 
biggest problems, such as on Main 
Street after the main business 
district," Fire Marshal Donald 
Bliss said. 
FIRE HAZARDS, page 4 
Dangerous wiring 
will he repaired 
By Cathy Mabry 
After a nine month delay ·the 
"dangerous" electrical systems of 
five University buildings will be 
repaired. 
An August, 1979, report to the 
Trustee's Property Committee 
said .. corrective acuons snou1a be 
taken immediately" on the electrical 
systems of 12 University buildings. 
Larry Wahl, foreman of 
electrical services at UNH, said 
contracts have just been awarded 
to M.B. Foster Electric Company 
Inc. of Portsmouth to do five of the 
buildings. _ 
"The project will start as soon as 
school is finished, and will take 
most of the summer." Wahl said. 
The five buildings to be done are 
Huddleston Hall, Fairchild Hall; 
Hetzel Hall, Scott Hall, and Smith 
Hall. 
Wahl said he did not know when 
the other buildings cited in the 
report would be done. They ar~ 
Snively Arena, Hood House,. 
Pettee International House, 
Highland House, Verrette House, . 
Schofield House, Jackson 
Estuarine Lab and , the New 
England Center . Administrative 
Building. 0 • 
Gerry Tremain, university 
system assistant director of 
physical plant development and 
utilization, who signed the report 
last fall, said the most critical 
buildings would be done first. 
The problem with most of the 
wiring is age, Tremain said. 
The report ranked buildings on 
campus as excellent, good, fair, 
poor, or dangerous. 
The parts of the electrical system 
in question are wiring devices,. 
distribution panels, and service 
entrances. 
The report also said there were 
other buildings on campus with 
electrical systems in "poor" shape. 
• The study was done to bring the 
wiring at UNH in line with the 
National Electric Code. :i 
Last fall UNH-Durham Fire 
Chief Jonathan Greenwalt said the 
greatest dang~• is a fire from 
overloading individual outlets. 
"We don't expect the }w.ildings 
to burst into flame_s." he said. 
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Student Senate asks 
Sanborn no • questions . 
By Dennis Cauchon 
J. Gregg Sanborn, Director of 
Student Affairs, came to last 
Sund_ay's Student Senate meeting 
to discuss the change in the status 
of the Student Activity Fee (SAF) 
Treasurer, but no senators had any 
questions to ask him. 
Sanborn has proposed the SAF 
Treasurer job be transferred to his 
department from Allan Prince's 
Vice President for Budget and 
Administration office. 
The SAF Treasurer mu~t cosign 
all checks written by student 
organizations. He is also a voting 
member of the SAF Council, the 
body which makes recommenda-
t10ns to the Senate on tmancial 
matters. 
additional power base, contrary to 
what has been stated on 
occasions," he said. 
He told the Senate he was 
making this proposal on a one year 
trial basis so if it didn't work out 
the role of the SAF Treasurer 
could be altered again. 
Sanborn has said he doesn't 
think his proposal is being given 
adequate consideration. "I've had 
no real lengthy discussion with 
anyone about the specifics of my 
proposal," he s~id. 
After Sanborn's five minute talk 
there was a pause and the floor was 
opened for questions. No 
questions were to come. however. 
"~ .,. 
Many students involved in SAF 
funded organizations have said the 
new proposal constitutes 
administrative encroachment into 
student organizations. 
Student Body President Cheryl 
Brown, who had brought Sanborn 
before the Senate, shook her head 
with suprise while Sanborn waited 
for questions. 
"I couldn't believe no one had 
any quesitons that weren't 
answered," Brown said. "After I 
talked to people they said they had 
already found out the answers to 
their questions." 
Students took advantage of the nice weather yesterday and sat in the sun outside Hamilton Smith hall(Ned Finkel phot~)- _ ____ -__________________ _ 
Faculty Caucus elects officers 
":rhe SAF Treasurer is a key 
position in terms of the 
administration of the SAFC and in 
terms of the SAF," Sanborn told 
the Senate. 
Sanborn stressed that he had 
gone through the appropriate 
channels in presenting hi~ 
proposal. · 
Dave Coldren, chairman of the 
SAF Council, said the Senate was 
probably a little intimidated by 
having an administrator present. 
By Kim-Billings 
The . new 1980-81 Faculty 
Caucus elected Richard Downs, 
ai;sociate professor of anthro-
~~logy, as its chair~an yesterday. 
Downs defeated John Beckett, 
professor of management, by a 22 
to 17 vote. Walter Weiland, 
associate professor of physical 
education, received four votes. 
minimum that can be done to save 
energy and preserve academic 
integrity." 
Joseph Murdoch, professor of 
electrical engineering, asked if the 
trustees were concerned with 
saving mon~ or saving energy. 
Shar said they were split half and 
half. 
"I'm not trying to create ar SENATE, page 16 
This weekend the cow goes moo 
The 1980-81 Faculty Caucus 
held this meeting early, while the 
~lg Caucus was still in session, in 
order to choose its officers before · 
the summer break. 
By Debbie Lukacsko 
I'm from New Jersey and have 
never come within ten feet of a 
farm animal, but this Saturday I 
went to the Little Royal Livestock 
Show. 
The show centered in ring full of 
sawdust through which people 
paraded cows, horses, sheep, and 
pigs. 
from all the colleges ot the 
University. 
The aim of the show was to teach 
people - like myself - all about farm 
animals and to give us the chance 
to actually see and smell a real live 
farm animal. 
Frank Hornbeek, professor of 
zoology, and Edward Herbst, 
professor of biochemistry, were 
elected to the Faculty Council, the 
·caucus's executive body, for two 
years. 
By shutting down the dorms, the 
University would save energy, but 
would not save money because the 
money doesn't come from the 
general fund; it comes from room 
and board charges, Shar said. The show, which was run 
entirely by the Animal Industry 
Club, was open to participants 
The show was broken down into 
twentyone divisions, ranging from 
experienced green horses to the 
premeire showman. I had no idea 
what a green horse was and 
expected to see some really bizarre 
animal. I soon found out a green 
horse was nothing more than a 
young horse that hasn't saddle 
broken. 
Weiland was elected for one year 
and Beckett was elected 
Chairperson Pro Tern. 
There would be no "real accrual 
of savings by changing the 
calendar," according to 
Chairperson M. Evans Munroe, 
professor and Chairman of 
Mathematics and Computer and 
Science. 
' -~.Jlt 
The day started at 9 a.m. with 
the showing of the experienced-
green horses. There were two 
people entered into this class, 
Karen Scott, who won the event, 
and Cheryl Martin. 
"The Senate and Caucus still 
have to prove themselves," Downs 
said after the election. "We're 
considered somewhat of a 
nuisance, and I believe that in 
order to further the Universitv and 
faculty here, we must all ·work 
together." 
In other business, the Caucus 
heard Albert Shar, associate 
professor of mathematics, who 
was gathering information on the 
academic calendar for the 
University Board of Trustees. The 
trustees want to get some feedback 
on ways to save energy within the 
University system. 
"They're thinking of changing 
the academic calendar," said Shar. 
He listed three options for the 
Cau·cus to consider: 
--a 14-week fall semester. 
--the elimination of spring 
break. 
--installing a one to two month 
Christmas/ winter re~ess. 
Shar said that, as a rough 
estimate, $30,000 could be saved 
for every week that the University 
was closed. 
Louis Hudon, professor of 
French, said he did not think that 
"random input, random letters, or 
random comments," would be 
significant. He felt that there 
would have to be an in-depth study 
done which would include the 
students. 
There would be no action taken 
over the summer if the trustees did 
get feedback from the Caucus, 
Shar said. 
. Hudon also felt that the faculty 
should not relinquish its right to 
say what the academic calendar 
should be. 
"The trustees are worried about 
the rising cost of fuel," Shar said. 
"But they also want to do 
Peach the cow, and her owner, Robin Lachut, examine silver cup 
they won after taking a first place standing (Ned Finkel photo) 
The rest of the morning was 
spent judging the events of 
experienced horses, novice horse-
class 1, novice horse-class 2 and the 
top horse showman. After a few 
minutes I figured out the 
classifications of the horses, 
whether they were experienced or 
not, didn't matter. It was the 
person who was showing the 
animal, as in whether or not they 
have ever shown an animal before, 
that determined the classification. 
LIVESTOCK, page 7 
"The trustees want to know," 
Shar said, "what the absolute 
No Lot A dorlll 
The new apartment style dormitories will probably not 
go in parking lot A, according to interim UNH President 
Jere Chase. 
Chase said the $6'.25 millio·n appropiations package 
approved by the Physical Plant and Development 
Committee of the University System Board of Trustees 
earlier this month is totally unrelated to where the 
buildings will be built. 
"It's no longer fixed at Lot A," Chase said. "It11 be 
going back to campus committee (that opposed the dorm 
site) for another look." 
Chase said there was a good chance the dorms would 
be built on the Rosemary Lane site. 
The $6.25 million figure is an estimate based on the 
amount of square footage is expected the dorm will take 
up. Because no site has been fi~mly decided _up_on, it is not 
possible to know the exact design of the bmldmgs, Chase 
said. 
If they were built on Rosemary Lane there would have 
to be fewer and larger buildings because of space 
limitations. he said. 
The appropriations proposal will go before the Board 
of Trustees April 26 where approval is expected. Then, 
next January 1, whe~ the N_H 
News Briefs 
State Legislature convenes, 1t will be proposed that the 
state back a bond issue for the University. 
New Hampshire has a AAA bond rating, the highest 
possible, so interest rates will be relatively cheap 
In the meantime, the search for private funding will 
continue with a hope that interest rates will drop. The 
prime rate, the interest rate bank's charge their best 
customers, is now 19½ percent. 
"I think there's a good chance the dorm will be started a 
year from this coming fall," Chase said. "It probably 
won't be finished by then, but it would go quicker with 
private funding." 
Nuclear problent 
There was a "serious accident" at a nuclear fuel 
rPprocessing plant in La Hua~e, France last Tuesday, 
according to the Clamshell Alliance. . 
The accident, which was reported _on son:ie radio 
stations but not carried on any of the wire services, was 
caused by a fire in a 90_,0~ volt t_ransformer that, 
according to the Alliance, ts still burning. 
There has been a loss of cooling tr .mass of 30 kg (66 - - -, . -
lbs.), according to the Alliance. l hree to tive poun~~ of 
the plutonium stores in close quarters could reach cnt1cal 
mass, the Alliance said. 
Cogema Company, owner of the plant, has evacuated 
the facility except for security personnel and put other 
employees on indefinite layoff. · 
Cogema said no radioactivity had been released. 
Plant endangered 
The Robbins' cinquefoil, or Potentilla robbinsiana as 
it is known by the scientific community, has been 
proposed for addition to the US List of Endangered a_nd 
Threatened Wildlife and Plants by the Interior 
Department's US Fish and Wildlife Service. 
This p\ant, which is characterized by its densely ntuft~d 
rosettes of leaves and its yellow flowers, grows only m 
New Hampshire and Vermont. 
The continued existence of this plant is threatened by 
hikers who trample the plant and disturb its habitat along 
the Appalachian Trail. 
Any comments concerning this proposal are welcome 
and will be accepted until May 2~ •. 1980. 
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Petition circulated 
Women's Center supported -
By Dennis Cauchon 
Two petitions supporting the 
Women's Center and its 
application for room 1-34 in the 
MUB are being circulated. 
So far the petitions have been 
signed by more than 100 people, 
according to Brion Leary, who 
started the petitions Monday 
morning. 
. "l'fi! getting tired of reading 
stories in The New Hampshire 
about what the Senate's doing," 
Leary said. 
Leary said he has no connection 
with the Women's Center and is 
passing out the petitions to show 
there are people on the campus 
who support the Center. 
"The action has been male sexist 
peri:ecution on the part of the 
Senate," Leary said. "I really 
doubt though, no matter how 
many signatures . we get the 
Student Senate will respond." 
The petition aimed at the 
Student Senate requests in part, 
the reinstatement of the Center's 
budget and name, and the removal 
of all restrictions and other forms 
of Senate interference. 
The sebond petition, aimed at 
the MUB Board,,... of Governors, 
which make all room allocations 
within the building, asks that the 
Board approve the Women 
Center's application for 134. 
Cheryl Brown, Student Body 
President, said if the Student-Body 
wanted a Women's Center, the 
Senate would give it one. 
She also said she doubted the 
Senate would reinstitute the 
Center in its present form. 
"The Women's Center is a good 
concept," she said. ":Out the Senate 
has to watch all the funds of every 
organization and that's what we 
did with this one." 
Lisa Palley of the Women's 
Center said she thinks the petition 
is wonderful. 
"It's too bad all this had to 
happen before all this support was 
generated," she said. "I think it's 
going to be really helpful in getting 
going again." 
The Women's Center's Student 
Activity Fee funding was rescinded 
by the Student Senate on a 37 to 3 
vote two meetings ago. 
The Senate then formed an ad 
hoc committee to look into 
forming a new group, called 
Student's For a Non-Sexist 
Society, which would address 
feminist issues. · 
That group is competing with 
the Women's Center next 
Thursday for room 134. Palley 
said she thinks things look good 
for the Women's Center retaining 
the room. 
Bike ride powers 
Woodruff's TV set 
A group must be a recognized 
student organization before it can 
receive space in the MUB. 
basement. Student's for a 'Non-
Sexist Society have not qualified · 
yet as a student organization and 
Jim Connors, chairman of the 
MUB Board, said he doubts very 
much the Student Senate would be 
allocated any more office space to 
house the new group. 
By Debbie Lukacsko 
Woodruff House has built a 
bicycle that generates electricity. 
The bicycle will be used to put 
'human power' into prospective. 
I iriitiaily used," said S-tevens. "f 
hooked it up to my car ana then 
changed over to a bicycle. By doing 
this I was able to watch my small 
black and white television all 
evening ... 
The people at Woodruff House 
decided to build this bicycle 
generator and use it to generate the 
television in their dorm. 
A brief inventory of room 134 
_ was taken Friday to determine 
which assets belonged to the 
Center and which belongs to the· 
University. 
The Women's Center is 
considering buying all the assets, 
whic~ are _mos~l)' books, that were 
WOMEN'S CENTER, page 5 
The bicycle will be used to 
capture some of the exr.ess 
frustration, exercise and nervous 
energy that everyone possesses 
from time to time. This energy will 
be stored in the battery as electrical 
energy to be used to power a 
television set. 
The entire system is made up of 
an old white Peugeot 10 speed 
"We wanted to use it in ihe Eartb 
Week program in the MUB," said 
Paul Musante, one of the builders 
of the bicycle. "Well be using_it in 
our dorm from now on to power 
our own TV." 
UNH focuses on handicaps 
· bicycle, an automobile alternator, 
a voltage invertor, an automobile 
battery, a wooden support base, a 
fuel line belt, and a Rheostat 
power knob. 
The idea for this device came 
from Mark Steeves, a Woodruff 
House resident. 
"I was living in Somersworth at 
the time and refused to pay the 
energy surcharge that I was forced 
to pay. The power company shut 
off my electricity so I had to find 
another means of producing the 
electricity, .. he said.; 
"ALfirst I build an invertor that 
converts the power produced by 
the bicycle or the car. which is what 
The actual building cost of the 
system was $10. 
"Most of the people built their 
own parts from junk, or at least 
what everyone else considers to be 
junk," Musante said. "Some 
companies donated parts, such as 
The Durham Bike Shop. What it 
actually came down to was a lot of 
elbow grease ... 
The amount of electricity that a 
bicycle of this type can produce 
depends. on how much energy the 
peddler is willing to put int.o it. 
"If a person is willing to_ put 
TV BIKE, page 7 
Peter Vaughn, pedals a bicycle in Woodruff House which powers 
a television set. Other environmental mini-dorm residents from 
left to right,Gary Hograff and Paul Musante look on.(Jonathan 
Blake photo) 
By Tanon Estes 
If a stranger walked into 
Durham, observed the campus for 
a day, then returned to his home in 
another city, he might decide that 
the campus at UNH resembles 
something like a resort for the 
healthy. 
The stranger might also consider 
this campus a pleasant, but sterile 
place to live. The stranter might 
notice that something is missing, 
'ike old people or the recognizable 
1andicapped. 
The absence of disfigurement 
and handicaps at UNH is why 
having Handicapped Awareness 
Day is such a good idea. This ~vent 
will make the campus conscious-
ness a bit more complete. It will 
give Durham residents and 
students a chance to see that life, as 
most of us live · it, is not so 
bcautifult ~rf ect,_~~d sweet. 
Handicapped Awareness Oay 
takes place in the MemoriaLUnion. 
Building on Thursday, April 24. It 
. is sponsored by the Handicapped 
Student Services, the Office of 
Student Activities and the 
Occupational Therapy Students. 
Alice- Crow, part-time co-
ordinator of Handicapped Student 
Services and assistant professor in 
the occu pa ti onal therapy 
department has been one of the 
major organizers of the all day 
event. 
"The main thrust of the event is 
to. increase , awareness and to 
educate," she said. "I've been in 
touch with people who are 
handicapped, and with•people who 
do the same thing as me. 
Crow safd that nearly thrity-one 
Handicapped students have been 
in touch with Jler since last year. 
.THey tell her what they need, like 
counseling,_ advising, transporta-
tion, housing or academic 
assistance, and she refers them to 
the appropriate campus resources. 
"As we get more severely disable 
d students, ones who require an 
attendant to live and come to 
school with them, 111 be more 
involved," she said. 
The number of handicapped 
students at UNH is hrd to students 
at UNH is hard to pinpoint. 
,6'We can't really say for. S\,lre , 
because there are many 
handicapped students who choose 
to remain hidden,.. Crow said. 
"They have to voluntarily identify 
themselves." 
"We can't just see someone on 
the street and say, 'Hey, you're 
handicapped, need some 
assistance?'" she said. "They have 
to ask for it. Our services are 
available io them ii they want to 
use them." 
Jeff Onore, Assistant Director 
of Student ,Activities, has helped 
Crow with Thursday's arrang-
ments, 
"If students just come to meet 
some of these people (the 
handicapped), attend the 
workshops or films, or even stop 
by one of the exhibition booths, 
they'll - leave with their 
consciousness raised," he said. 
"It is important that people 
realize how d-ifficult it can be to 
communicate and deal with the 
disabled ... he said. 
"Lots of people are uncomfort-
able dealing with the handicapped. 
There's no need to be," he said. 
..There's no great mystery about it. 
Events ~like this lower everyone's 
HANDICAPS, page 8 
UNH student dies 
in autoDlobile crash 
Robert A. Harris. 23, a Senior Hotel Administration major, died 
Sunday, at Exeter Hospital a short while after being involved in a 
three car accident on Route 51 in Hampton. 
The accident occured at I :30 a.m. according to the State police 
report. The vehicle in which Harris was a passenger was traveling 
east bound when it swerved and struck the second car that had been 
traveling in the west bound lane. Harris'vehicle then spun clock wise · 
and -sideswept...a. third-wehicls.. 
G'!rald Mccue of Somerville, MA, ttre-driveY of the car~ i'S' being 
charged with negligent homicide and was taken to the Rockingham 
County Jail in Brentwood, NH. 
McCue was later released and taken to a hospital in Cambridge, 
MA. . . 
Born in Fort Walton Beach, Fla. ,Harris had lived in the area ofo 
the past 14 years and was residing at 28 Thorwald Ave., Hampton at 
the time of the accident. · 
He was a 1975 graduate of Winnacunnet High . School and 
enrolled here in the Whittemore School of Business and 
Administration. 
- He is survived by his parents, Elton and Lois Jean (Schauer) 
Harris of North Hampton; a brother, David Harris of Denver, CO; 
tJgee sisters, Cheryl Mathews of Hampton Beach, Janice Harris and 
Joan Harris, both of North Hampton; and his maternal 
grandmother, Angeline Schauer of fort Collins, CO. · 
A Mass of Christian burial will be celebrated at IO A.M. 
Wednesday in St. Thc=resa's Church, Rye Beach. Burial will be in 
Center Cemetery. 
Friends may call from 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesday evening at the Ronald 
A. Remick Funeral Home, in Hampton. ... ___________ ,_ _____________ .. 
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Listen pal, have I got a roommate for you . · 
By Laura Flynn 
It sounded something like an 
auction: 
"Hey, I got wall-to-wall 
carpeting, a swimming pool, 
plenty of hot water ... who needs a 
place to live next semester?" 
Only rather than bidding on 
miscellaneous objects, the students 
who attended the Roommate 
Seekers Matinee in the · Hillsboro-
Sullivan Room of the MUB 
~yesterday, were looking for a place 
to live, or someone to .sublet the 
place they already had. 
"I'm here because I have to get 
rid of my place,'' said freshman 
Steve Rubeor. "I'm looking for 
someone to sublet because I have a 
wonderful job running a miniature 
golf course on Long Island for the 
summer." 
"I've found a few prospects 
here," he continued, "but it's a rat 
race." 
The Roommate Seekers 
Matinee, sponsored by the 
Commuter Center, was held from 
3-4:30 p.m. yesterday afternoon. 
Clark Reed, Commuter Senator 
and co-coordinator of the Matinee 
estimated that they had about 100
1 students attending the matinee, 
which was created as part of the 
Transfer Orientation Program. 
"Around June and July, 
everyone starts getting nervous 
about a place to live next year," 
Reed said. "We're trying to help 
alleviate some of the problem." . 
Six tables were set up in the 
room with signs in front of them 
reading Portsmouth, Newmarket, 
Dover, Lee, Durham and 
YOUNG'S SPECIAL 
. Cheese, Tomato & Mushroom Omelettes 
Toast & one cup of Tea or Coffee 
81.95 
NEW PARTNER'S SPECIAL 
11:30 am-7:00 pm 
Buy one dinner at regular price; get the, 




Main St. Durham 
Special Runs April 23-29 
, ... , 
Miscellaneous. 
People with places to rent sat 
behind the tables. People who 
needed to find a place to live 
approached them. 
.. I'm here because we need 
desperately to sublet our 
apartment in Newmarket," said 
sophomore Jennie Sawyer. "We've 
already advertised in that 
commuter handout and we've put 
signs up all over the place. Now 
we 're thinking about advertising in 
Foster's. I've got one prospect so 
'far though, from today.''' 
The Commuter ce·nter held 
three other Roommate Seekers 
Matinees this year, two last fall, 
one during Christmas break and 
one the first day of spring semester. 
They plan to hold another. matinee 
the first week of this fall. 
"We 're really lucky this time 
because we have a good balance of 
people looking for roommates and 
people looking for places to live, .. 
said senior Sue Henry, intern with 
the Dean of Students office. 
Henry, who has worked 
extensively with transfer students, 
helping them to adjust to off 
campus living, performed at the 
matinee by playing her guitar and 
singing. 
"These seminars are important 
because they give people a chance 
to meet each other away from their 
apartmenti," Henry said. "They 
_give people a chance to feel each 
other out." 
Most of the people at this 
matinee were looking for people to 
summer sublet. "It's really hard for 
me because all th_e~~ li~tings are for 




The tragicomedy by Bertolt Brecht 
Directed by John C. Edwards 
Music by Mark B. DeVoto 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
University of New Hampshire 
April 22-26 at 8 PM April 24 at 2 PM 
General: $4 
UNH Student-Employee/Senior: $3 
UNH Students, Openi,:tg Night: $2 
Reservations:862-2290 
Dinner-Theater Package Available 
summer sublets," said sophomore 
Linda Lyons. "I need a place to live 
next year." 
"I'm transferring and I don't 
have an apartment or a 
roommate," said freshman Mona 
Clark. 
But according to Reed, these 
homeless students will have better 
luck soon. "Right now, everyone is 
looking for a place to live," he said. 
"But at the beginning of next 
semester the majority of students 
will already have places to live and 
will be looking for roommates." 
Firetraps 
FIRE HAZARDS 
continued from page l 
"It's not fair to the owner to say 
it is a dump because we haven't 
done An im1peetion yet. If it hAd 
been going on for a year or so, I 
could say the owner's been 
negligent," he said. 
There arc two codes by which 
the buildings are inspected; the 
Fire Prevention Code (FPC), and 
the Life Safety Code (LSC). The 
function of the FPC, which went 
into effect in 1971, is to detect 
things which could cause fires, like 
trash buildups or faulty wiring. 
The LSC, adopted in 1978, deals 
with people being alerted to, and 
ways of, escaping from a building 
in the event of a fire. "The LSC 
assumes you are going to have a 
fire and asks • Are people going to 
be able to get out?'" Bliss said. 
The LSC requires a smoke 
detector in every apartment, two 
escape routes, and stairways 
protected by "rated .. doors, which 
are fire resistant for one hour, or 
by fire resistant walls. 
For older buildings early 
warning alarm systems and other 
compromises are often worked out 
between the owner and Fire 
Marshall Bliss. 
FIRE HAZARDS, page 5 
I . . 
-SPRING SALE-
FOR GALS 
Women's Danskin Skirts Reg. $22.00 Now $11.00 
Levi's-Special Group Reg. to $24.00 Now $12.50 
Women's Tops Reg. to $24.00 Now $7. 99 
Pandora Blouses Reg. $16. 00 Now $9. 99 
All Women's Levi Pants Reg. $24.00 Now $16. 99 





Special Group Pants & Skirts Now $9. 99 
Sweatshirts Reg. $12. 95 Now $7. 99 
Womens Tops Orig. to$18.00$4.99to$6.99 
FOR GUYS 
Levi Cords- Special Group Now $12.50 
Mens Shirts Reg. to $18.00 Now $11. 99 
Levi Cords & Denim Reg. _$18-$20 Now $14.50 . 
************************************* . , 
PLUS: THE BEST SELECTION OF 
,••••••• DICKIES ••••••• 
only $11.50 
Many shoe specials for guys and gals! 
BODY ·AND SOLE 
Main St. DL;·ham, N.H. 
Sponsored by ___ ---
RING DAYS 
Senior Key Societ 
Wed. and Thurs . 
. May 23&24 
Hazards 
FIRE HAZARDS 
continued from page 4 
.. At the time the buildings were 
built, they met the requirements," 
said Fire Chief Jonathan 
Greenawalt. "But now things have 
changed. We have to work with the 
owners to update the buildings ... 
Durham is one of the few places 
where the LSC is being applied to 
buildings which existed before the 
code was adopted. Lt. Steven 
Allen said the fire department is 
"going after target buildings which 
would have the most amount of 
property loss or life safety danger ... 
The procedure is "to go one step 
at a time. to bring the properties up 
to a safe level,., according to Allen. 
- d>alley said. "I don •t know what 
Student Senate would do with 
them since these are the same ones 
_they were so upset about . ., 
Palley said she doubted the 
· Center could work again under the 
restrictions necessary for SAF 
fundine_ 
--VAJ.l 1,,HU·: t.Olll'O"-Clip and'•"·" 
1 Free KODAK Col r Print . 
Town and Campus Photo 
868-9661 
"There are 55 apartment houses 
in Durham owned by 12 to l.S: ■iiiiiliiliiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiil people. We're going on a 
retroactive basis and working with 
the owners to fix up the buildings," 
Allen said. "So far we've done four ... -----------------------.. 
complexes. we•re just finishing up 
with Walter Cheney . .. After 
Cheney, Ernest Cutter will be 
next." 
"The Coops is a good example in 
terms of priority and time. With 55 
apartments it's difficult to get to 
each one and follow up and still 
fulfili all my other responsibili-
ties,.. Bliss said. 
Bliss said that for the most part, 
owners are very cooperative with 
the fire department. He said it is a 
matter of finding the time to go 
through the building with them 
and point out the things that must 
be done. 
"What we may think is the 
logical thing may not be to the 
owner," Greenawalt said. 
.. "Of the tenant's role,"~ole." 
Greenawalt said, "a certain 
amount of it is up to the individual. 
It's their responsibility to call the 
fire department and complain or 
ask the owner why they don't have 
something." 
Allen said it was a physical · 
impossibility to look over all the 
apartments soon. 
"It won't happen overnight," he 




continued from page 3 
purchased with SAF money, 
Palley said. 
"We feel we could be the ones. to 
out the books to their bc&t u_se?" 
The University of New Hampshire 
Department of - Music 
presents 
TWO . FACULTY BUINTETS 
in 
CONCERT 
THE UNH FA CUL TY 
BRASS BUINTET 
THE UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES, PCAC 
TUE. APRIL 22, 1980, spm 
THE UNH FACUL TV 
WOODWIND BUINTET ., 
BRATTON RECITAL HALL 
PCAC, UNH 
Thur. April 2 4, 1 9 B 0 1 Bpm 
ADMISSION FREE 










8 p.m. Wednesday, April 23 
General Public $8.50 
UNH Students in advance with I.D. $6.50 
All seats reserved 
Memorial Union Ticket Office 
Open Mon-Fri 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
862-2290 
r,·J .. ~-· ·:, ,·,· ~ 
PAGE FIVE 
--Campus Calendiii} ... _ 
TUESDAY, Aprll 22 
EARTH DAY 1980: Part of a week-long program dedicated 
to the creation and maintenance · of safe and healthy 
surroundings. Earth Day ~ill be a day of festivities, music, 
speakers, and perhaps a street fair. Complete schedule to be 
announced. 
INTERNATIONAL WEEK: The International students and 
Women's Club will sponsor "Tour of the World," displays 
of clothing, crafts, and artifacts from other countries. Straf-
ford Room, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. An Inter-
national Folk Dance will be held in the Senate-Merimack 
Room, Memorial Union, from 8-10 p.m. The dance is spon-
sored by the Durham Reelers. International table displays in 
the Memorial Union, 1-4 p.m. 
ORGANIC SEMINAR: "The Forgotten Position in Elec-
trophilic Aromatic Substitution: Ipso Nitration," R. Hahn, 
" Syracuse. Parsons Hall, lddles L-103, from 11 a.m.-12 
noon. 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING SEMINAR: "Vapor Phase 
Catalytic Oxidation of Low Molecular WT. Hydrocar-
bons," Mike Fitzgerald, Graduate Student, _ Cehmical 
Engineering. Kingsbury Hall, Room 310, from 11 a.m.-12 
noon. 
HUMANmES LECTURE SERIES: "Naturalism," Philip L. 
Nicoloff, English. Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 
a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
MEN'S BASEBALL: Dartmouth, Brackett Field, 1 p.m. 
Double-header. 
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL: Plymouth, softball field (behind 
Field House), 2:30 p.m. Double-header. 
TALK: 'Women and Religion in Colonial America," Dr. 
Mary Maples Dunn, Professor of History and Dean, Bryn · 
Mawr College. McConnell Hall, Room 212, at 6 p.m. 
ZSponsored by Phi Alpha Theta and the History Depar-
tment. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER PRESENTS: ''The Caucasian 
Chalk Circle," the tragicomedy by Bertolt Brecht. Directed 
by John C. Edwards. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts 
Center, 8 p.m. Admission for UNH students on opening . 
night only (April 22) is $2; stud~nt tickets for all other per-
formances, $3. USNH employees and Rnior citizens $3; 
general admission . $4. Performances will be held each 
evening through Saturday, April 26. Also, matinee on 
Thursday, April 24 at 2 p.m. 
MUSO PRESENTS: Gloria Steinem. The noted feminist will 
lecture on sexism and racism. Granite State Room, 
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission $2.50 for students; $4 
non-students. 
LECTIJRE ON PSYCHOKINESIS: Featuring Emma Russell 
wlio teaches courses on parapsychology at Merrimack 
Valley College. Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. 
Sponsored by TOSNOM . 
. FACULTY BRASS QUNITET RECITAL: University Art -
galleries, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p. m. 
STVN PROGRAM: "Thins to Come." (The classic.) 
Seacoast (TV) Lounge, Memorial Union, 9 p.m. Free ad-
mission. Shown again on Wednesday, April 23. 
WEDNESDAY, Aprll 23 
EARTH WEEK: Today's focus: "Our National Resources." 
Schedule of events to be announced. 
PREREGISTRATION ENDS. 
INTERNATIONAL WEEK: Slide show and information 
session on "Russia." All day long, Carroll Room, Memorial 
Union. Sponsored by the Russian Club. Also, ·international 
table displays all day long in the Memorial Union. 
CLASS RING SALE: MUB ( table outside cafeteria), 10 
a.m.-3 p.m. Sponsored by Senior Key Honor Society. Con-
tinues on Thursday, April 24. 
COMMUTER/TRANSFER CENTER LUNCH SERIES: 
. Music: Harp and Flute. Sue Henry, harpist; Denise Aron-
son, flutist. Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, 12 noon. 
MEN'S LACROSSE: Harvard, Lewis Field; 3 p.m. 
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "Photogrametric 
Measurement of Ablation," Dr. K. Arnold, Environ. 
Canada. James Hall, Room 119, from'4-5 p.m. 
FILM: "The Secret of Loving." Is love still possible in a 
junkie world7 Come and find out from Josh McDowell, 
heard by more college students than any other speaker in 
the U.S. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Free ad- , 
mission. Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ. 
The New-Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room IS 1 
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business 
office hours:Tuesday and Thursday l-3PM, Wednesday and Friday9AM-
2PM. Academic y. ear subscription: $9 .00. Third class postage paid at 
Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The 
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other 
errors, but will · reprint that part of an advertisement_ in which a 
. typographical error appears, if notified •immediately. POSTMASTER: 
send address changes to The New Hampshire,Room lSI MUB, UNH, 
Durham, NH 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed at Courier Publishing 
Co.:RochesleI,. NH . 
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Moo 
This in itself was an experience are used only for their meat. 
for me. I always thought that a cow Another thing that sh oked me 
was a cow. Cows gave milk and was that cows aren't as gentle as 
when they stopped giving milk their brown.eyes make them out to 
they ended up on your dinner be. During the beef event, one big 
plate. angry Angus ran out of the ring 
Well, I was surprised to find out and had to be brought back. I 
After the horses were the beef that there are cows that only give really don't think that he 
_ and pig events. milk and then there are cows that appreciated it much. --------N.otices---------
GENERAL 
COFFEE HOUR: To be sponsored by the Organization 
of Student Social Workers, this Coffee Hour will be held 
on Tuesday, April 29 from 4-6 p.m. in the Carroll Room 
of the Memorial Union. Come and meet the faculty and 
· the students in the social work department. The faculty 
will speak about their activities both on- and off-campus 
and fellow social work students will speak about their 
field placement experiences. Come and be a part of your 
major. 
CAFE FRANCAIS: A weekly French Cqffee Hour will 
be held on Wednesdays from 3-4 p.m. in Murkland, 101. 
All French-speaking students, faculty members and 
staff are invited to attend. The theme of the April 23 
gathering will be "Jes regions de France - III." 
CLASS RING SALES: Sponsored by Senior Key Honor 
Society. To be held Wednesday and Thursday, April 23 
and 24 from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. The ring sales will be held at 
the table just outside the cafeteria in the Memorial 
Union. 
COMMUNICATIONS DISORDERS SUMMER CLINIC: 
The Communication Disorders Clinic at UNH will be 
conducting an intensive 6-week summer speech and 
language clinic from June 26th through August 8th. The 
price for the entire 6-week session is $30. If your child is 
currently enrolled in a speech. therapy program, we will 
follow the recommendations made by his/her speech 
therapist, if not currently enrolled in a speech therapy 
program, we will conduct an evaluation. Please call if 
you have any questions: Yvonne Newport (2-2110). 
STRESS MANAGEMENT GROUP: Sponsored by the 
Counseling and Testing Center. Held every Thursday 
from 12:30-2:30 p.m. in the Counseling and Testing Cen-
uµ-, Schofield, Focus on relaxation techniques, com-
munication skills, and self awareness. 
DEUTSCHE KAFFESTUNDE: Held every Wednesday 
from 3-4 p.m. in Murkland 9. If you like to speak Ger-
man-please come! 
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Held. on Wednesday 
evenings at 7: 00 p.m. in Schofield House, Counseling and 
Testing Center. Group discussions, topics relating to gay 
men and referrals are offered. 
TAVOLA ITALIAN A: The Italian Luncheon will be held . 
each Wednesday at noon in Murkland 101. All those in 
the campus community who wish to develop or sharpen 
their Italian are welcome. 
ACADEMIC 
research users on the condition of the present facilities, 
as well as the prospects for future development. 
CAREER 
CAREER PLANNING DROP-INS: Scheduled for Wed-
nesday, April 23, has been cancelled. 
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: To be held 
Thtµ'Sday, April 24 from 2:30-4:30 p.m. in Career Plan-
ning office, 203 Huddleston. Students may learn of how 
they are coming across during their on-campus inter-
. views. 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
SUMMER SOFTBALL UMPIRES WANTED: The 
Department of Recreational Sports is looking forcer-
. tified and/ or experienced officials for two summer 
session: May26-July3; andJuly7-Augustl4.PAY: $7.50 
game for certified or apprenticed ASA officials. Others, 
$5.00/game. Applications may be pciked up in Room 151, 
Field House. Deadline is Mays, 1S60. 
SUMMER. SOFTBALL LEAGUES: Games wil be 
played twice a week, Monday through Thursday, at 
4:30. and 6:00 p.m. Play begins May 26. First session 
team rosters are due by May 19. Mandatory captains' 
· meeting will be on Thursday, May 22, at 4:00 p.m. in the 
Field House. There is a fee of $10 per team entry. Team 
members must have a recreation pass or pay a fee of 
$10. "Teams nust have 60 percent of members University 
affiliated (students, faculty, or staff). Those interested 
please turn rosters in to Room 151, Field House. 
DEADLINE FOR INTRAMURAL ROSTERS: Rosters 
for Co-Rec softball are due on Monday, April 28. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: To be held 
Wednesday, April 23 in Kendall, 212 at 7:30 p.m. We will 
discuss the event, the mini show and year end party; 
Refreshments will be served. 
INDIAN TIPI FIRESIDE: Sponsored by the UNH 
Baha'i Club. To be held Wednesday, April 23 and Friday, 
. April 25 at 7:30 in Madbury (call 742-5074 for directions). 
This will be an introduction to American Indian life, 
religion, and fireside discussion on the Baha'i Faith. 
Tipi is a 16 foot Northern Cheyenne Style Lodge. Anyone 
with interest in the American Indian or Baha'i World 
Faith is encouraged to attend. 
The swine pigs; well that was 
something else, too. I never 
imagined that a pig could get so 
big. All the pictures that I have 
ever seen of pigs showed cute, pink 
animals that rolled around in the 
mud. Well, these animals were 
huge and not very pink. 
There was a barbecue chicken 
race scheduled at noon(at least 
that was how the program listed 
it.) I rushed over to where the event 
was to be held, only to find out 
there was a barbecue and a chicken 
race. I was disappointed. I had 
really wanted to see a barbecued 
chicken run. 










they were two separate events, was 
the fact that the chicken race had 
been cancelled. I seems that 
everyone who had entered· a 
chicken had to go home for lunch. 
However, the day wasn't a total 
loss because the UNH Collegiate 
Future Farmers of America were 
selling half-split chickens for 
$1.25. I couldn't help but wonder if 
these were the chickens that had 
been unable to race. 
After lunch was the dairy show. 
The dairy show was fun to 
watch, but I'd always thought that 
cows were cute animals with nice 
DurbamBite 
19 Jenkins Court, Durham, N.H. 
868-5634 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9-5, Sat 9-3 
We'll do with perfection any 
HAIRY CREATlDN 
you'd like 
ACM AND IEEE: ACM and IEEE will sponsor a 
RESEARCH COMPUTING MEETING: To be held discussion and demonstration of talking terminal by Dr. (l tf' ~ t! Hours 
Tuesday, April 29 from l:30-3:30 p.m. in the Forum James A. Kutsch of Bell Labs. To be held Tuesday, April 59 Main St. + (< M _ S 9-5:30 
Room. Dimond Librarv. Discussion will be held with 22 in Kingsbury, M227 from 1-2 p.m. s · lihg T & F eve. till 7: 00 ----------------------, ...... ~~--~~=--~~~~~~ 
1' ., .. 
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·Cow 
LIVESTOCK 
~ontinued from page 6 
clean white and brown fur. Well, I 
was in for a surprise. Cows are 
gross animals. 
They slobber and urinate over 
everything and everyone. They are 
not quite as clean as they look. 
The best part of the day came 
during the milking contest. The 
experienced milkers went first and 
then the novices. 
The experienced milkers had to 
fill a 16 oz. plastic cup with milk. 
Of the six contestants, Suzanne 
Smart took the first place prize: a 
green Magic Stick Dart Game. 
The fun really however began 
when the novice milkers took their 
places and tried to milk the cows. 
After a few unhappy moos from 
the cows and some unsure aestures 
by the contestants, the contest was 
under way. At first, the contestants 
were supposed to fill the cups like 
the experienced milkers had done 
but that was quickly changed after 
someone said, "This could take all 
night." 
In all there were six people who 
signed up for this event. Few even 
got their cup wet. 
The winner of the contest was 
four year old Karen Fairchild, who 
was coached by her older sister 
Debbie. Karen walked away with 
the first place prize: a stuffed 
yellow duck. 
When all the fun was over, the 
pavilion became packed with 
people who had come to see the 
premeire showman title. 
Bike power 
TV BIKE 
continued from page 3 
''Just by pedaling a pe_rson can 
produce anywhere up to 10 - 140 
watts. If the person wanted to be 
ambitious and sprint, they could 
produce as much as 400 watts." 
Musante added, "Anything 
that runs on up to 200 watts could 
be safely powered by this system." 
"Anything that's not too 
powerful could run on this type of 
set up," said Steeves. "You could 
add a gas or alcohol--engine rather 
than a bicycle and run a house or 
small apartment of this type of 
system." 
The main reason that this type 
of system is being used is bea use of 
the energy crisis. 
"I see people wasting energy all 
the time by running on the roads," 
said Musante. "If they would use 
all the energy on this type of set-up 
then they would also be producing 
a valuable -source of energy and 
they would still be getting 
exercise." 
As of now, there are no plans to 
put this type of system into effect. 
"It'd · be great to see something 
like this in all the dorms," said 
··STUDY.LAW IN 
WASHINGTON 
DAY & EVENING CLASSES 
BEGIN SEPTEMBER 1980 
POTOMAC SCHOOL OF LAW 
-- -- THE WATERGATE · 
2600 VIRGINIA AVENUE, N. W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20037 
(202) 337-3880 
LSAT/LSDAS REQUIRED 
- Potomac School of Law is not yet ac-
credited by the American Bar Association. 
If provisional accreditation is not received 
before a student graduates~. · the student 
may not be eligible to sit for the bar 
examination in most jurisdictions. 
Musante. "If 50 people in a dorm 
would get this type of set-up and 
cycle of one hour a piece, then they 
Musante said he wasn't sure how 
many hours of pedaling would be 
required to run the television for · 
an hour. He also said it was too1 
early to predict how much money 
will be saved. 
· could produce enough energy to 
run some of their appliances." 
·• 
.-.·" 
Wednesday April 23 
BOB CANNON . (folk) 
Thurs-Fri-Sat April 24-26 
BOSCO (folk-rock) 
Sunday April 27 
MADIGAN 
M --ice your :res::rva.tions anytime 
for lunch & dinner & join 
us dt the 
HOOK & LADDER LOUNGE -
\ . 
some serious time into pedaling the 
bicycle,thentheycanproducealotll!E=::::=:=:=:=:=:::=:=:=:=:=:=:5:=::ES::E::E::E::E3II Orchard St. 749 .. 3636 D9ver, N.H~ 
of electricity," said Musante, a ~=================~==================11 
senior mechanical engineering 
major. 
Teaching· Jol,s 
Nathaniel Hawthorne College Plymouth State College 
New England College RivlerCollege 
New Hampshire College St. Anselm's College 
Notre Dame College University of New Hampehh 
Come to the 
EDUCATION JOB FAIR 
Sponsored by the: Colleae Council Placement Office 
~ew Hampshire College and University Councll 
Wednesday, April 23, 1~ 
10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. 
NOTRE DAME COLLEGE GYM 
2321 Elm Street, Manchester, New Hampshire 
INTERVIEWS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 
To Schedule Interviews, You Should: 
L) Obtain an Education Job Fair bulletin from your placement office or from the C.C.P .o. 
at (803) 889-3432. 
b.) You may schedule up to five (5) Interviews by calling the C.C.P.O. at (603) 889-3432 on 
Aprt118, 17, 18 ONLY. 
For a complete listing of School Representatives 
attending and their expected needs, see your 
Campus Placement Office or call (603) 669-3432. 
2NDANNUAL 




TUES, APRIL 29, 1980 
5- 7 P.M~ 
****************************' 
DAILY HOURS 
Wed, April 30 - Sun, May 4 
12- 7 p.m. 
For more information about entering works 
inquire at the Art Office in Paul Arts Cente·r 
.PAGE 'EIGHT .THE .NEW HAMPSHIRE'TUESDAY; >\PRU:. 22,·· 1980 
llYLOB™ BIMitlSS l'IWIIS-
• ligh1weight •flexible• easy-to-adjust 
Available in glass plastic or photochromatic lenses 
in your prescription. 
At L1Jnette Optlque we belleve the 
price- some people pay for eyewear·1s 
too high. Before you fill your pre-
scription elsewhere, compare and· see 
us for the lowest prices, largest frame 
selection and the fas test service In 
the area. 
20% STUDENT & SENIOR 
. . CITIZEN D ISC()U NT 
blJNETTE 1JPTlflDE. 
LICENSED OPTICIANS ' 
466 CENTRAL AVE. 





Tpe original fantasy 
role playing game 
Basic and Advanced 
_Editing 
On sale now at 
Caucus 
so'mething that doesn't cost 
anything. Basically they're saying 
that they want to save money with 
the calendar." 
There were suggestions that the 
incinerator project be assessed first 
to see what energy will be saved 
there. 
Ber~ard Gordon, professor of 
political science, also felt that the 
calendar should be a "front burner 
i'ssue" for the Calendar and 
Curriculum Committee. 
"It is only common courtesy to 
inform the students," Joseph 
Murdoch, professor of electrical 
engineering, said. 
Munroe said he would call for 
an informal show of hands at the 
Faculty Caucus meeting in two 
weeks, when both the old and new 
senators were present, to vote on 
the desirability for the Calendar 
and Curriculum Committee to do 




A full service travel agenc_y 
Planning a trip to the West Coast this summe.rr' 
Inquire about our air fares ... 
Handicap 
HANDICAPS 
continued from page '.3 
anxiety level." 
"As we look around the UNH 
community," Onore said, "we are 
not faced with many people in 
. wheelchairs or with physical 
disabilities. But I think as 
buildings and services are made 
accessible, we will have - as many 
schools do - handicapped people 
on campus; not just for one day, 
but, living and working here. 
Chris Mott, a UNH student who 
has worked in summer camps 
teaching basic adaptability 
courses, found out about the event 
and asked Onore if he could help. 
New York to the West Coast. 
Round Trip ... $298.00 
"I wanted to help because people 
around here are so sheltered,•• 
Mott said. "Especially since with 
the State llandii;appc;;d Code, 
disabilities will be more visable 
than before. UNH is ripe to be 
. exposed to things dealing with the 
handicapped." , 
One Way ... $154.00 
Great for exchange studen.ts or if you 
plan to spend the entire summer. There 
are no limitations on the return. 
Tickets good for up to 1 year. And the 
seats are confirmed! 
conveniently located at 
Durham Shopping Center 
Mill Road, Durham 
868-1830 .. 
Plenty of Parking! 
4 PIECE CANISTER SET 
ON TURN TABLE 
299 
The schedule of events, 
beginning at 10:00 a.m. and ending 
at 3:00 p.m., offers many students 
a convenient hour to attend. 
Films, such as the feature called 
"Who are the Debolts and Why do 
They have 19 Children?" will be 
shown in the MUB. Discussions 
and all day activities such as the· 
chance to tour the campus in a 
wheelchair, or eating lunch with a 
person who is visually 






TlwCoc,4 , ,ic.ti.~ 
APRIL 22 THRO APRIL 26 
Today's Answer to Yesterday's S"I()( Store 






... , .... : .. ,•:~.::, .. ·.·· 
THE LITTLE PROFESSOR 
BOOK CENTER jJ 




MEN'S AND BOY'S 
STRIPE TUBE SOX 
SIZES 9-1-5 
Durham Shopping Center 
868-2781 
New Hours! effective today, April 22 
Mon.-Fri. 10·:oo-s:oo p.m. 







l,.: .. 10 ,-"f"'ll•tt1 .. _ _.... .... ,,.., . 
see 
MFG. SLIGHT IMPERFECT 
RIGHT GUARD® 
DEOEDORANT 
3 Ox. Size 
Sho The Wellwood Store Nearest You 
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The world woke "P on 
April 22, 1970. 
Awakened to the fact that we 
have only one Earth. _ 
And we had better take 
care of it. 
It was Earth Day. 
The first Earth Day. 
The first day of I decade of extraordinary 
environmental awa...,.... Of a powwful pubNc pledge 
to Improve the quality of llfe on the planet It opened 
en of concern that established an environmental elhlc 
April 22, 1980 wlN mark that unique decade and 
our comm~t to the future with a celebndlolr-
✓ -
Environmental Action Foundation 
CELEBRATE EARTH DAV '80 in 
Durham all week! Ear.th 
TUES. ·APR. 22 
EARTH DAY 
Week will include: 
New homes Festival from 10-2 in front of T-Hall. Earth Ball, parachute games, frisbee, juggling, puppet shows, and much much more. Bring a picnic lunch, a friend and a 
smile. Free bicycle fixing-clinic in front of Durham bike from 12-3:00.. Get together/concert from 2-6 in East-West Park with local folk musicians and speakers. Bike Race starting from WED. APR .. 23 Durham Bike . 
Floyd Barker Extension Environmental Specialist on recycling, waste and you. 
10:00 and 1 :00 MUB. Samuel Kay men, Dir. of the Rural Education Center and President of Natural Organic Farmers Association (NOFA) will present "Hamburger USA" at 12:00, 
"FArming the Land" at 11 :00 and a talk at 3:00 MUB. 
THURS. APR. 24 
Peace & Survival Day 
Society for Wholistic Livin9 presents Dr. Joel Shrut on "Wholism of Self-transformation 
of the Earth" 2:00 MUB . SANE presents film on the Arms Race. Student Activities holds 
handicapped Awareness Day. 
FRI. APR. 25 
Day of the Coast: Sierra Club representative speaks on Georges Ba_nk 1 :00 MUB. Films continously all day. 
·SAT. APR. 26 
March on Washington. 
/' ' 
I 
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Editorial 
A step towards overcoming harriers 
Handicapped students are discriminated 
against at UNH. But through the combined 
efforts of the Handicapped Student Setvices and 
the MUB's staff. Thursday is slated as Handicap 
Awareness Day. And as Alice Crow, coordinator 
for handicapped _student services, said, "it's 
about time.' 
which prohibits discrimination against the 
physically or mentally handicapped. 
Administrators are working to make facilities 
accessible to the handicapped by the June 2, 
1980, deadline. 
a one-to-one basis. 
On Handicap Awareness Day there will be 11 
films, five discussions and some all-day exhibits 
in the MUB, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The schedule 
includes films on architectural barriers and 
employment, mental retardation, the physically 
disabled, recreation and leisure activities, the 
visually impaired, hearing impairment · and Most students take for granted their ability to 
walk through campus, or run to class through the 
wooded paths, over the bridges, down the steep 
paths, and staitways--but, face it, UNH, with its 
beautiful, countryside campus is a disaster area 
for anyone in a wheelchair or with a physical 
disability. 
As University students and administrators, 
we need to consider the civil rights issue of the 
handicapped. Elementary and secondary 
schools are highlighting the similarities not the 
dissimilarities handicapped students have With 
the nonhandicapped--and those with 
disabilities do want the same things out oflife. 
They deserve to go to the University of their 
choice. 
cerebral palsy. · 
students and faculty members with disabilities 
will be there to discuss the problems they have 
had while at the University .. 
Htt.11tl101.p A WUJ."1:-ll.C.~~ Da.y lo a. time ~ct~ rc:uec 
the community's consciousness. Through the 
past few days, it has been written about in the 
Nashua Telegraph, the Boston Globe and 
advertised throughout the state. 
TOillly tlu:at; w.t; e1.p1:,1.uAlllia.t.dy 01 dioc:tblcd 
students enrolled in the University. But, as 
Crow said, "More kids are making the 
admissions qualifications and being accepted 
here without anyone knowing they're 
handicapped" 
Students, administrators and community 
residents will have a chance to tour the campus 
m a wheelclla1r, eat lunch With a visual loss, try 
special .devices for the handicapped Or they can 
tty shooting pool, playing table tennis and 
playing the pinball machines from a wheelchair. 
The day is designed to heighten our 
awareness--and it comes at an opportune time. 
UNH is currently pushing to comply with 
Sectio~ 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 
The University community needs to know 
how to make UNH more accessible to these 
individuals, and how to better deal with them on 
The Occupational Therapy Department and 
Crow have worked to give us a chance·to see just 
what it would be like to be handicapped. Take a 
few minutes out of your day Thursday--and gain 




To the Editor: 
In response to your recent coverage 
of the Student Senate action to rescind 
Student Activity Fee (SAF) funding 
for the Women's Center, I must write 
that I feel that the articles and editorial 
have been both slanted and one-sided, 
and fail to mention the Senate 
perspective and the reasons why such 
action was taken. 
As Speaker of the Senate, I chaired 
the four hour-long meetings at the 
conclusion of which the Senate voted 31 
to 3 (not 37 to 3, as was reported) to · 
discontinue SAF funding for the 
Women's Center. It is my opinion that 
the Senate had many valid reasons 
upon which this decision was based. 
Because The New Hampshire has failed 
to report these reasons, I feel that it is 
my duty to do so. 
To begin, the Student Senate is 
responsible for the allocation of the 
SAF as well as for ensuring that these 
stud~nt monies are not misspent or 
misappropriated. The curren_t 
The 
accusation seems to be that a Student 
Senate dominated by men was opposed 
to an orgami.auon comprised of 
women. This is totally inaccur!lte. 
The Senate - is comprised of 53 
percent men and 47 percent women: in 
view of the vote, to maintain that it was 
.. men vs. women" is insupportable. 
Rather, it appears to have been a 
situation where students who are 
responsible for allocating and 
overseeing expenditures of student 
monies felt that this Women's Center 
no longer warranted SAF funding on 
the basis of the performance of the 
organii.ation, not the sex of its 
members. The entire Senate felt that 
UNH needs a Women's Center, but 
that under the direction of the 
personnel in question, the 
programming appealed only to a very 
small segment of the UNH student 
population and that a new 
organization, with a different attitude 
regarding SAF responsibilities, would 
be more useful, viable, and open to all. 
All SAF organii.ations have certain 
responsibilities in order to continue to 
receive SAF funding. The Women's 
Center staff failed to meet these 
responsibilities . . For exampl~, it is 
required that all SAF orgami.ations 
send .representatives to a weekly 
budgetary committee of the Senate 
(SAFC) to approve expenditures and 
programming requests, etc. The 
Women's Center staff failed not only to 
attend, but also to present 
programming proposals, which 
contributed substantially to the Senate 
view that the organization was 
negligent. 
Likewise, although no previously 
SAF funded organii.ation has ever 
been denied such funds by the Senate, 
the 1teps taken by the Senate leading to 
the decision are not without precedent. 
In 1977, the SAF organization STVN 
was mandated by the Senate to follow 
certain guidelines in order to remain an . 
SAF organization, the reason being 
that STVN had neglected to fulfill its 
responsibilities. In a semester, STVN 
complied with the guidelines, remained 
as an SAF organization, and improved 
its performance. 
In December, 1979, the Senate 
attempted to provide incentives for, 
and give a warning to, the Women's 
Center by mandating the Center staff 
to follow eight guidelines. The 





































































































most of the guidelines, which served as 
both a direct affront to the Senate and a 
as a most valid reason for denying the 
organization SAF funds. I must ask if . 
there would have been such an 
emotional uproar and outcry if STVN 
had been denied SAF funding for the 
above-mentioned reason? I doubt it . 
The Women's Center representatives 
charge "discrimination!", but the fact is 
that sexual discrimination in no way-
influenced the decision of the Senate. 
Still another example of Senate 
action re~arding SAF organizational 
responsibilities occurred in October, 
1979, withregard to the stOPE loss of 
approximately $13,000 on the Peter 
Frampton concert. In _this case, Sen~te 
concern over student monies was 
manifested in a mandate to 
SCOPE: "If SCOPE loses more than 
$2000 on any one concert, or a 
cumulative sum of $3000 on future 
concerts in the fiscal year 1979-80, then 
SCOPE shall not bid for any future 
concert, nor shall the SAFC approve 
any future concert, subject to appeal to 
the Senate." -
Perhaps this might seem 
.. dictatorial," but in view of the fact 
that the loss was more than 50 percent 
of SCOPE's entire budget, the Senate 
action was warranted. SCOPE not 
only complied with the mandate, but 
did so well that in March, 1980, the 
Senate granted all concerts to this 
organization. In a similar situation, by 
January, 1980, the Women's Center 
staff had programmed a minimal 
number of events and had most of their 
programming budget intact. If the 
purpose of this organization is to 
provide programs for an academic 
year, why do they not consider 
Semester I part of that year? This fact 
also influenced the Senate decision. 
In response to the Senate's "long-
standing prejudicial" stance it must be 
stated that, perhaps to the detriment of 
the Senate, many of the Senators who 
voted in favor of the decision have only 
recently joined the Senate: these 
students, on the basis of the discussion 
and debate, felt that the Women's 
. Center staff was both disorganized and 
irresponsible, and that it should no 
longer be SAF funded. If anything, 
these people were not prejudiced but 
the most objective group of senators 
that I have seen in the Senate since I 
joined in-1976. · 
Finally, I was a leading proponent of 
the Women's Center when it first 
applied for SAF funding in 1977. I was 
hopeful, despite the reservations of 
other senators and students-at-large, 
that the Women's Center would be 
instrumental in changing attitude 
towards women. I am disheartened to 
admit that I was mistaken: this 
particular Women's Center and its staff 
has not lived up to my past 
expectations and, in my opinion, has 
failed to provide the necessary and 
varied programs to the vast majority of 
students on this campus. 
If ~he Women's Center representa-
tives failed to acknowledge the fact·that 
the Student Senate legitimately 
controls the SAF and its allocation, 
and failed to respond to the obvious 
· Senate reservations, then they are 
victims of their own foolhardiness, not 
the "dictatorial" power of the Senate. 
And , a final comment to the 
representatives of the Women's Center: 
there are costs and benefits in all 
endeavors, but .. there's no such thing as 
a free lunch." 
Jim Donnelly 
Speaker, The Student Senate 
To the Editor: 
When I read the Friday issue of The 
New Hampshire I was amazed at how 
many cheap shots were being put out 
by the Student Senate and by the 
students who oppose the rescinding of 
SAF funding for the Women's Center. 
In several letters to the editor it was 
implied that the Student Senate wanted 
pro-woman beating films and their 
name was likened to that of the 
German SS. 
There was also an article about how 
two members of the Student 
Government had had the lock changed 
on the Woman's Center so nobody 
could get in. Give me a break, what 
type of crap is this coming from men 
and women at UNH? 
· Everyone seems to be overreacting to 
what has happened to the SAF 
funding. I think it has a lot to do with 
the fact that many people feel that 
rescinding SAF funding spells instant 
death for the Women's Center. This is 
hardly true. ' 
By simply opening your Caboodle 
you can see there ar over lOO recognized 
students organizations of which only ll 
receive SAF funding. These are groups 
like WUNH, MUSO, SCOPE, Cool 
Aid, and The New Hampshire. They 
receive SAF funding because they 
bring services and are open to a great 
number of UNH students. The 
Women's Center, like the other 
organizations, are for the most part 
serving a specific group and their 
needs. 
There is a finite amount of money in 
the SAF so it is not possible for all 
groups to get funding. For that reason 
the money can and should be given to 
. those organizations which basically 
serve the largest numbers of the people 
who are paying that fee. 
This does not mean that those other 
groups should or will die out. After all 
they were not created because someone 
wanted to spend SAF bucks. They 
exist because of people who donated 
their time to an interest they had 
and/ or a need they saw. 
I recently had the opportunity to 
work in a sexuality programming 
group. Between April 7-10 we put on a 
series of 20 workshops, panels, and 
speakers dealing with a wide variety of 
subjects on human sexuality. We were 
not a regular recognized organization. 
We were not one of the ll SAF funded 
groups. 
Yet that week of programming was a 
smashing success. This occurred 
because of time donated, money 
donated (after we asked different 
groups for it), and in a large part because 
there was a need for it. In diat wav and 
for those reasons! amsure th~ Women's 
., 
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Center can and will go on. It would be a 
lot easier if SAF funds were thrown 
their way but just because they aren't 
certainly doesn't spell THE END. 
try this case on the pages of The New (S) All new ideas have been 
J:lampshire we'd much prefer that persecuted and criticized in their 
comments and suggestions be directed beginning; Galileo, a scientist, Fulton, 
to us so we can try to meet your needs. an mventor, Martin Luther King, a 
..Our offices and meetings are : open, all · social and racial liberator, Jesus, a 
feedback is welcome. .,,. teacher and religious leader. John Labonte 
Gibbs Hall Ad hoc committee members: Today, 1980, you are faced with Rev. 
Lynne Boldoc-SBVP and Moon and CARP. According to Dr. 
Chairperson of the Ad Hoc committee M. Bryant and . Dr. Herbert W. 
Lynne Boldoc Richardson, in their boo.k "A Time for 
To the Editor: 
Dave Coldren-SAFC Chairperson Consideration": 
Jodi Godfrey-SBVP elect "Inevitably, press sensationalizing Now is not the time to come to the 
Women's Centers Aid: don't you think 
Steve Bloom-Senator leaves people feeling more confused 
. it is a little late to try to revive an 
organization that has since passed 
away. The Center died because of its 
poor management and. YES, failing to 
comply with the Senate's $Uidelines. 
Cindy · Pettengill-Granite EditQr in than ever. The charge that Rev. Moon 
Chief is misleading so many bright young 
The senators are not so high and 
mighty as everyone so blinkly believes. 
Our organii.ation has had a lot of 
contact and conflict with the Senate .. 
Brian Ray-MUSO President people collapses under its own illogic: 
how could they be misled if they were 
truly so bright? Something, 
somewhere is wrong. The back-up tale 
_ However. through all the turmoil the 
senate has always remained fair. They 
operate with the students in mind-now 
it is the students responsibility to ba~k 
up the Senate, not to tear apart their 
policies. 
What the students of UNH need is 
the Senate's proposed organization--
Students for a Non-Sexist Society: 
There is NOT a demand for a feminist 
or2anization as the Women of the 
Women's Center tell" us--yes the 
University is over 50 percent female, 
but how p:iany of these females are 
feminists. Men and women should 
learn to live together. They should not 
form a separate feminist society. --
Before we close we would like to 
make one more comment. Dave 
Coldren (SAFC Chairman) and Cheryl 
Brown (SBP) did the right thing when 
they locked the office. Yes they 
overreacted a little but it is in the SAFC 
guidelines that the main concern of the 
SAFC Chairman is to protect the 
students (that's YOU ... ) assests, and 
that is exactly what they were doing, 
protecting the students. 
Now don't just sit around and 
complain, find out more about the 
Students for a Non-Sexist society and 
get involved. UNH needs students who 
care ... 
Patrice Gans 
TOSNOM / President 
Lloyd McCoubry, Jr. 
TOSNOM/ Business Manager 
To the Editor: 
It is unfortunate that it took the 
chain of events following the 
revocation of the 1980-81 Women's 
Center concept to generate such 
concern for this organization. Had 
some of these people shown their 
support by participating in and 
facilitating the programs of the 
Women's Center much of this would 
have been unnecessary. 
It is the Senate's responsibility to 
review the statement of purpose of 
student organizations requesting SAF 
Funding to determine whether or not 
the statement is one which is 
appropriate and _ in keeping with the 
interest of all students. The Senate 
approved of the Women's Center's 
concept in February and it still 
endorses that concept. 
A good case could have been mad~ to 
simply not pass the request for funding 
when it was made in February. There 
was very little activity in the 
organization during the fall and the 
Student Senate would have had good 
cause to deny funding. However, the 
Senate formulated guidelines which 
were passed with their concept, and 
made it clear what was necessary 
between February and April to keep 
their funding. 
The Senate is committed to proper 
allocation of the Student Activity Fee 
(SAF) and is operating in the best 
interests of all UNH students. 
Therefore, the Senate's only course of 
action was to revoke · the Women's 
Center staff, proved to be less than 
fiscally responsible: unable to attend 
required SAFC meetings even when 
their own budget requests came before 
the SAF Council. 
To the Editor: 
In the past four years that I have 
been at UNH, I have become more and 
more aware of the ignorance that exists 
on this campus about an issue that to 
me is so evident in every . aspect of 
college life. I am talking about the 
treatment of women. What prompts 
my decisions to write to the editor is the 
recent episode with the Women's 
Center. I ask myself if we are a 
generation that is stagnant if not 
regressing in the issue of equality. 
f o the student Senate. of which 
some female members are obviously 
pblivious to the prevailing attitudes of 
their unimportance, I ask one question. 
Have you ever closed an organization 
on campus because of its 
predominantly male points of view? 
It never ceases to amaze me that the 
people who are most adamant towar~s 
the women's movement, because of its 
goals to allow all people's opinion to be 
valued on the same level, are the same 
ones that retaliate the strongest when 
their security is threatened_ by the 
minimizing of their own opinion. ~ or a 
group of people who are supposed to 
represent the entire student body, I 
disregard the evaluation of your 
performance because it does not even 
merit consideration. 
If you are too blind to see the need 
for an organization that comes to the 
aid of people (yes, women are people) 
who feel themselves stifled by the 
college atmosphere as well as the 
outside, then you can no longer call 
yourselves representatives. You 
epitomize . this country's political 
system whose self-centered and 
prejudiced behavior allows them no 
vision outside their mirrors. When we 
can no longer accept the opinion and 
values of others as being of worth, our 
sensitivity and awareness has been lost 
and our actions are worthless if not 
detrimental. 
To Cheryl Brown, who has allowed 
and encouraged this episode to occur,_I 
wish you luck when you leave this 
candy-coated world to enter something 
beyond your understanding and scope 
of experience. And to Dave Coldren 
whose new committee is ironically 
called Students for a Non-Sexist 
Society, I say good luck. I'm sure it will 
succeed as long as a male's opinion 
dominates the organization. But then 
we wouldn't want to threaten you by 
presenting something that you can't 
comprehend. 
I leave this University in May with 
such a shattered image of college life. It 
is no longer the part of society I felt 
could bring about good change as I did 
when I first got here. The majority is 
still an unadmitted mirror image of 
their parents' generation who do not by 
have the courage to initiate nor the 
strength to accept the challenge of 
change. 
I go into the real world, and I use that 
word literally for UNH is such a land of 
make believe, knowing that I won't 
change everything that is bad but also 
knowing that I won't be swallowed by a 
society that will not allow people to be 
valued as people until their color and 
genitals are checked. 
Lisa Baffi 
CARP 
Even though the Women's Center 
organization has been refused SAF 
funding for the 1980-81 academic year, To the Editor: 
the Senate emphasized the point that After all is said and done, one thing, 
they may still apply to the SAFC and in my opinion, is most certainly true: 
Senate for programming funds. CARP is the most exciting and 
SAFC members and senators controversial group in town! 
unanimously advocated the Women's As a member of CARP, in response 
Center's concept, resulting in the to a recent rash of negativity, I'd like to 
emergence of an Ad Hoc Committee posit a few reasons for the underlying 
made up of organizational people and poor attitude towards us: 
senators. It is our intention to follow (l) Rev. Moon is an oriental; thus a 
through with our committment to the tinge of racism may be present. 
Women's Center'sconceptbyproviding ' (2) The media has capitalized on 
an opportunity to aid any interested their sensationalism of the Unification 
people in org~ni~ing a wome_ns movement. Brainwashing, corruption, 
oriented organization whose aim etc. make "interesting" articles. Too 
would be to focus on issues relating many people accept everything the 
directly to the Universi_ty population media presents as pure truth. 
i.e.-:Title IX; faculty ratio of women to (3) Some people feel threatened 
men; intimidation/ antagonism in because their own lives are so glutted 
classes. with selfish individualism or 
This organization could also act as a immorality. 
referral service to already existing (4) We speak out strongly against 
groups - Hood Ho1;1se, Cou_nciling and Marxisn:i . a!ld ot~er forms of 
Testing, Affirmative Action rather Commu~istic ideologies. An~ we have 
than trying to duplicate these been domg so long before 1t became 
specialized a~as.J!j~not o~r intent to _ popular. 
intending to explain away the 
illogicality of the original assertion is 
that "Moonies are brainwashed." 
· "But when this claim is examined by 
psychologists, sociologists, lawyers, 
and courts, it collapses too. It also 
collapses because those who make this 
charge cannot agree among themselves 
who is brainwashed by whom. The 
anti-religioni~ts have fingered Baptists, 
Catholics, Episcopalians, vegetarians, 
and socialists (as well as "Moonies'1 
for deprogramming." 
Yes, you will meet us on campus, and 
y .. ., .., .. do wsant to chsaro our id•sac . I 
believe with confidence that you will 




To the Editor: 
I am involved in the May 24 action at 
the Seabrook construction site.just as I 
was last October. But I'm not a 
member of Coalition for Direct Action, 
I don't believe I could subject myself to 
the chemical warfare tactics that are 
employed by the police at the gates, and 
as a result, I'm not likely to occupy the 
site. 
My involvement stems from my total 
opposition to the construction of any 
nuclear power plant, whether it be in 
my hometown, in Seabrook, or in 
France, India, Pakistan, etc... . I will be 
at the plant to aid the individuals who 
feel "direct action," the blockade of the 
gates and n_on-violent _civil 
disobedience, are important roles m the 
termination of the Seabrook units. 
Although I was dismayed to read 
Mr. DuBois (The New Hampshire, 
4/ 8) discredit the May action, because 
it will cost the New Hampshire 
taxpayers over $200,000, I wasn't 
surprised. The outlay of such a bill 
attracts attention and arouses the 
concern of all who have to cover h. 
However, I feel it's imperative that the 
taxpayers of the state, and the rest of 
the nation as well, realize they've been 
paying for actions taken by the atomic 
industry for years now. The industry's 
burden on the US taxpayer has far 
exceeded the million-dollar mark and 
it's likely it will pass the ten to twenty-
billion dollar level. 
l) In the late 19S0's, Congress passed 
the Price-Anderson Act. This law, 
essential to the "economic f easiblity" of 
· Jtomic power, placed a ceiling of 
$560,000,000 on the liability of the 
industry. This unrealistically low 
ceiling enabled the insurance 
companies to cover the high risk 
·bus·ineu and served· to remove all 
financial responsibility from the 
industry. 
Two examples to highlight this 
statement are the three billion dollars 
that would have been necessary just to 
evacuate the Harrisburg-TM I area and 
Congressional studies that project an 
immediate twentv billion dollar loss in 
building and property damage that 
would result from a major nuclear 
accident (this doesn't include over 100 
thousand immediate deaths and many 
more from radiation exposure). 
It's easy to see that the 560 million 
dollars the industry and insurance 
companies are responsible for is petty 
compared to the actual multi-billion 
dollar loss. Less blatant though is the 
fact that the US government, 
financially supported by every 
taxpayer, will bear the monetary 
burden of rectifying the mess. 
2) Every uranium enrighment facility 
in the US is owned and operated by the 
government. When the enriched fuel is 
sold to the privately owned nuclear 
plants, it is done so at reduced rates, 
approximately 25 to 40 percent ~elow 
the actual production cost. 
Every waste disposal facility is 
owned by the government. The highly 
radioactive plutonium is shipped from 
the private plants to the government 
dump (600 pounds of plutonium per 
plant per year). 
And when the plants are 
decommissioned after 30 to 40 years of 
intense radiation accumulation, the 
government will assume the 
responsibility of trying to protect and 
preseve the lethal bombs for well of 
1,000 years. A minimum amount of 
money is spent by t~e m1dear in_dustry 
during this lengthy cycle but a 
. maximum amount is subsidized by the 
US taxpayer. 
3) The attitude in the seacoast towns 
today is growing indignation 
concerning Seabrook. The layoff of 
2400 workers has taught them the 
industry can't supply jobs as it 
promised five to ten years ago. Nuclear 
oower is certainly not safe because the 
NRC is demanding the villages dip intQ 
their limited budgets to create an 
evacuation plan in case of an accident 
occurring. 
Sadly, the town of Rye hasn't 
allocated any money for such a study 
because they believe there is no safe 
way to evacuate their town. 
Testing its powerful hold on the 
New Hampshire people, Public Service 
Company, the owner and builder of 
Seabrook, now has the gall to request 
an electric rate increase of 18.5 million 
dollars more per year. Company rates 
would be 8.4 percent higher than they 
were before CWIP was outlawed last 
May. 
4) The financiai argument could 
continue but two final articles, with 
frightening implications, must be 
discussed. One is the potential 
irreparable harm inflicted on 5>ur most 
basic resources, the land, air and the 
wcat•r. Anothor io tho tcansil>lo thr•ot to 
our future generations. The safety of 
our children and their children is 
paramount to any monetarv 
consideration. Until the nuclear plants 
are shut down, we are ignoring our 
foremost responsibility to the earth and 
our descendants. 
I believe the above facts are enough 
to make one honestly question our 
country's nuclear future. 
· Unfortunately, the facts that usually 
generate media headlines describe the 
loss to "local hard working 
taxpayers"due to a no-nuclear event. 
I'm hoping that the intelligence of the 
people, and their concern for human 
life, will allow them to refute these 
deceptive arguments and realize that an 
Atomic future is a dangerous future. 
Then, an occupation of the Seabrook 
station. may be perceived as a wise 
investment. 
Peter f euerbflch 
Environmental Mini-dorm 
Banta Yo affinity group 
Blood Drive 
To the Editor: 
Sigma Nu Fraternity recently 
conducted the annual Durham Red 
Cross membership campaign on the 
UNH campus, and over . $500 was 
received. We would like to thank all 
those who contributed in any way to 
this worthy cause. These generous 
contributions help assure ~he 
continuation of the outstanding 
humanitarian services provided by the 
Durham Red Cross. On behalf of the 




SigJl!a Nu Fraternity 
To the Editor: 
A prophetic symbol appeared in our 
Durham skies the ihircf diy of our 
.. Paint a Better Rainbow" blood drive! 
On that day, a real live _ rainbow 
hovered over our site to lend credence 
to our Spring theme! 
As if in response to this wondrous 
display of nature, you again made it 
possible for your Durham Red Cross to 
set a record-1331 of you responded to 
our call for help and Red Cross 
processed 1277 pints of your wondrous 
miracle of nature! • 
Not only did you set an all time 
record, but this total brought 
donations during the academic year to 
a fantastic 4,682 pints! 
You· believed - you made our theme 
come true as you truly "Painted a 
Better Rainbow" with hope . and 
promise. You filled our room with a . 
glow brighter than any rainbow and 
made an otherwise dreary week 
become beautiful because you cared! 
We hope y011r dreams come true this 
summer after you have given so much 
for others, and we look forward to your 
return to your Red Cross family. 
Jarry Stearns 
Your Durham Red Cross 
Blood Chairman 
Drugs 
To the Editor: 
I have never written a letter to The 
New Hampshire but after reading Joe 
Friedman's article on drug 
paraphernalia, I am compelled to make 
a few points which I believe need 
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stating. · 
I would like to attack the comments 
in the article attributed to UNH Police 
officer Bob Prince. He feels that drug-
related paraphernalia should be 
outlawed. His rationale is that the 
accessibility of paraphernalia makes 
the use of drugs more glamorous and 
easier for the young people of our 
society. 
For the sake of brevity, I will confine 
my comments to the availability of 
marijuana paraphernalia . rather than 
the objects employed in the use of other 
drugs. And it seems proper since 
Officer Prince did remark on smoking, 
not snorting. 
I must admit that it is difficult to 
deny that the wide variety of 
paraphernalia available does make 
smoking the weed a more glamorous 
pasttime. It seems to me that the use of 
a plexi-g_lass multi-colored water bon_g 
with various attachments and bowls 1s 
obviously a more esoteric manner of 
smoking than stuffing one's weed into 
Dad's old corncob pipe. And if Officer 
Prince meant by "easier to smoke" 
simple that the placement of a screen in 
one's pipe will eliminate the 
bothersome problem of seeds being su 
sucked into the chamber and hence 
one's mouth, I don't think there arc 
au.ony who w o ulJ di3putc thc&t with 
him. 
It seems, however, that these are not 
the points Bob wished to made. He 
seems to feel that the number of 
marijuana users would decrease if the 
paraphernalia wasn't available to 
them. He thinks glamour and 
convenience are in direct proportion to 
the number of users. Here, I feel, he is · 
very much mistaken. The number and 
magnit1Jdc of laws which have been 
instituted against marijuana have done 
virtually nothing to curtail its use. 
It can and has been argued that the 
very laws designed to prevent the use ?f 
marijuana have only succeeded m 
encouraging its use. This is where the 
glamour argument loses what little 
force it had, and in fact turns upon 
itself. The youth of our society have 
consistently shown an interest in that 
which is condemned by the adults. 
Outlawing paraphernalia will once 
again give our teens another'forbiddcn 
fruit' and if the teens react in their 
traditional manner the glamour will be 
found in having that which they are 
told they can't have. 
The argument of convenience suffers 
the same problem of ignoring what 
tradition has shown us. Making water 
pipes out of coke cans, fashioning 
roach clips in high school shop classes, 
and the pride in rolling a perfect joint 
by hand are all trademarks of high 
school marijuana users. There is an 
element of prestige ir.t making smoking 
implements of their own and they laugh 
at those who foolishly believe that the 
smoking will stop if the smoking 
materials are illegal. 
As has been pointed out by many 
people, jokingly, the shadow of 
absurdity lingers over the question of 
what we shall label as paraphernalia. 
Shall we outlaw plastic baggies with 
zip-tops? When is a roach clip a roach 
clip and not a nurse's hemostat or an 
electrician's alligator clip? We've an 
heard the jokes and there is a point 
there. 
There are very strong arguments for 
legalizing marijuana. There are 
important issues as to what rights 
people have to be able to purchase and 
use such substances without legal 
interference, but even in the context of 
the laws we live with now, it is easy 
to see that paraphernalialaws are the 
height of frresponsible legislation. 
Kevin Judy 
Interested 
in being a 
copy reader? 
See Pat 
in Room 151 
of the MUB. 
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This -might just be another success story 
- --
By Tanon Estes Restaurant and Cafe was taken ·restaurant genius," as D'Oliviera items served in any combination. 
from David • s Pot Be 11 y calls it, led him into Greenwich "You could get almost anything 
How long has it been since you Restaurant, Levine's acclaimed Village in New York City. There he you wanted to eat there, from top 
thought about having a gourmet success. opened another David's Pot Belly dollar gourmet dishes to 
meal? If you thought about it, you · This Rhode Island based Restaurant. inexpensive light meals," Levine 
probably also thought about ho_w busines was reviewed by the food Levine has since sold both said. Main Street Restaurant and 
far you'd have to drive to get it, editors of Town and Country restaurants which were famous for Cafe will be modeled after this. 
right? magazine as being "the best place their omelets which could be made But why in Newmarket, New 
Well, if you've got money to to eat in Providence." Levine's from choices of fort different Hampshire? Levine has this to say, 
spend on a good gourmet meal, ·'Nine out of ten people think I'm 
you'll be able to get it in New-· crazy for putting in a restaurant 
market at Main Street Restaurant here. But I wanted a new business 
and Cafe. near the seacoast. I chose New 
It opens Thursday, April 24th Hampshire because .the people up ror atnner ana wm De open ror here seem to be • restaurant 
dinner (5:00 - 10:00 p.m.) until conscious. They appreciate 
Sunday April 27th. After this, someone giving them a good 
Main Street will be open seven ;;;;;;;.--- dining experience. We found out 
days a week serving both lunch ==== about this place in Newmarket and 
(11:00-2:30 p.m.) and dinner. It will ==== came to look it over. We liked it also serve brunch on Saturday and decided to give Newmarket a try." 
Sunday at luncheon hours. Since D'Oliveria had worked for 
This new restaurant has carried Levine in the past, and since they 
a few other names in the past. Last are a complementary pair, they 
year it was the Lamprey Tavern. became partners in this new 
Before that it was Sneaky Pete's. busines venture. One has only to 
And before that, it was a bar called talk to the --two of them to· The Inferno. All of them flopped. ..,❖,.,., ....... ., •. c-,•,, ,,,.,,,,.,,,,." understand how much they really 
But the managment of Main Street need each other. 
Restaurant and Cafe aren't D'Oliveria is a peaceful, 
worried about that. ... optimistic young man, only 
"This is a different kind of twenty. His first love is music and 
place," says Jaime D'Oliveira, the ,,, the arts. He studied at Berkeley 
voung man who is responsible for 1 School of .Music in Boston and 
the rustic interior and renovation traveled with a few bands before 
of the cafe. "This restaurant is settling into the restaurant 
unique. It won't be like the business with Levine. 
Lamprey at all. We'll have a D'Oliveria and Levine's 
different concept entirely. We personalities are as distinct as day 
don't have to worry about why the and night. Levine is gruff and 
other places failed. We just have to impersonable. D'Oliveria is 
think about how this one will amiable and polite. Levine says 
succeed," he said. that D'Oliveria is the one who 
So what is the concept and how i should work with the people, be 
will a restaurant which serves "out front," so to speak Lev.ine ·is 
gourmet meals ranging in price "the phone man. '' He takes care ot 
from $5.95 to $11.95 (and also financing and ordering. 
lighter entrees) succeed in the small D'Oliveria, on the other hand, 
town of Newmarket? Let's see: has done the leg work. He has 
According to D'Oliveria, the designed the interior, done most of 
concept is based on menus taken the carpentry, and is still at work 
from restaurants he's worked at in doing last minute detail work, like 
the past, concepts that have proven window glass and plants for 
to succeed. For instance, 11111111!111111-•lil~ display. 
D'Oliveria's partner, David P. When the restaurant opens, 
Levine, owned David's Pot Belly D'Oliveria will manag it. He will be 
Restaurant in Providence, Rhode responsible for the success of the 
feel like it's mine. That's what 
David (Levine) wanted. He wanted 
me to do most of the work so that I 
could feel like I'd invested part of 
myself in the business," he said. 
Along with wanting D'Oliveria 
to feel responsible for the 
restaurant's success, Levinewanted 
the freedom from the business in 
order to search out locations for 
other busineses. Then if Main 
Street fails, he and D'Oliveria will 
be covered. 
Main Street's decor is filled with 
ua11'.., 1 uMy b1ow11:) am.I 1ells an_g 
lots of interesting decorations 
made of stained glass. In fact, the 
small bar has mirrors which are 
framed with intricate lighted 
casements built of wood and 
stained glass. All the light fixtures 
are made of subtle colors of stained 
glass. These give off a mellow light 
and entice the privacy one hopes 
for when spending money for a 
good meal. D'Oliveria assures me 
that the music and the stereo 
system will be great. 
If decor isn't tempting enough, 
try their menu on for size. You 
can get homemade soups, like their 
cold cucumber yogurt dill, or you 
can choose from a number of fresh 
special salads and sandwiches. 
They'll serve quiches and platters 
and fish and homemade desserts 
like Viennese dark chocolate cake 
with rasberry kirche and whipped 
cream. Or parfaits made with 
Marie Brizzard Liquors. 
They'll have different gourmet 
specials every week, specials like 
Lasagne made with Nova Scotia 
smoked salmon, shallots, and 
three different cheeses. Or Filet 
Mignon with homemade pate and 
bearnaise sauce, ·Trout with 
Chinese vegetables and peanuts. 
Levine also mentioned Chiappino, 
a dish made with mussels. clams. 
and fish in a Molho sauce Linguica 
(Portuguese sausage). -
Main Street Restaurant and 
Cafe will serve dinner until 10:00 
p.m. on weeknights and until 11:00 
pm on weekends. If you don't want 
to eat, you can come in just to have 
Island. D'Oliveria worked there place. · h L · f h M h MAIN ST., page 13 wit evme or t ree years. uc Jaime D'Ollveira sits outside his new establishment. The Main Street "I've put a lot of time and love 
.~!.!.he planning for the Main Street Restaurant and Cafe will open April 24. (Tarron Estes photo) into this restaurant,•• he said. "I 
So"!e suggestions for Earth Day 
Tuesday, April 22nd, yes - today! - is Earth were in 1970. Though we can swim in a lot more 
Day. of the nation's rivers thjan we could then, acid 
For those of you who have not seen one of the rain is killing fish in all the lakes. Though a lot of 
flyet,'8, the iµotto of this year's celebration ( if nukes have been stopped in the proposal stage, 
Johnny?? 
Wrong. Permit me to suggest a few alternate 
methods of celebrating onnourningtoday and for 
the rest of the week 
thats what it is) reads: For Survival Beautifully, chemical spills and major evacuations are 
not Barely. - regular fa.re on the nightly news. 1) Get mad. 
This may be overly optimistic. Some days it is What is left of the new breed Time spoke ofhas 2) Don't get mad--get even. 
apparent that survival period may become a become factionalized to a painful degree. The 3) Question authority. 
struggle in the years to come. Governmental HONK IF YOU LIKE THE GRATEFUL DEAD 4) Be nonviolent but be very loud. 
insensitivity, premeditated corporate crimes faction has taken to storming the fences at 5) Give a Direct Action Coalition person 
against the land, and accidents like Three Mile Seabrook in unfortunatelyun-massive numbers. some ideas about what to do when they get Island and Somerville--inevitable when the The calm rational.faction has gone home to sulk. inside the fence a Seabrook this May. -Last time technology is smarter and perhaps more The Earth Day celebrations will be a meeting their inspiration seemed to run out jtist when straightforward than the men running jt--all of of all of the above. There will be a NEW GAMES ·some of them had succeeded in breaching the 
these are frightening and angering. Festival--nobodywins, you see. Thatis the same perimeter. 
I am notsurethatanotheroutdoorairingofthe thing that may happen at the end of the battle 6) Bring somebody who doesn't like the 
Newmarket sound and further solar-grilling of between the environmentalists and the big- Grateful Dead or wholewheat pasta to the Earth 
cheese sandwiches are proper or sufficient money boys who graciously contribute most of Day events. 
responsestosuchmolestationsoftheplanet I our pollution. Nobody will win. We will all 7) Instead of going to the Frisbee clinic in am not sure we have anything to celebrate. drown in their muck. front of T-Hall, go down to Seabrook and take a 
The first Earth Day was ten years ago. Time Later in Earth Week there will be wholism, look at the plant 
Magazine said last week that the 1970 April 22 self-reliant fanning, handicapped awareness, 7b) Get mad. Write a letter, volunteer, 
celebration was not the last gasp of the Haight and free bike fixing clinics. There will even be a contribute. 
Ash bury generation but rather the first breath of march on Washington. 8) On your way home, rip down a billboard or 
a new breed. · You would think that everything, pick up some trash. 
Although much has-been accomplished in the EVERYTHING that could be done on Earth Day 9) Stop being mellow. It hasn t worked so far. 
~a~t_c.l~~~~~ -~~~g~ -~! )~~ly, worse ~an they will be done in organized ceremonies, right, right Time is running out 
H.U.U.ULU.U.U.U.U.: .• }: ~ ·=·=···=···.·=·= .. ····•···=·=··················:·:·:····.u.u).ti.U))))))))=~)))=))))))))})))))))))))))_:_._. ........ : ... ·::.=:: •. ·:.-.-:.:·.-.-:·.·::·:.'.·:='.·:·:-'.·:·:·:·.•:•~-:-:-.A!:~))):~)A!).)H-!:!A!-!::-!)):f{))):!:!)))))))))).!:!:!):!:!:!:!:!:!):!)):~: 
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The Sawyer boys do it again for Ronald 
By Debbie Lukacsko 
The scoreboard read 549 innings 
and the Astros were leading the 
Bombers with the score of 480 to 
380. There were only 15 minutes 
left to play and the crowd was 
1.. ... ,...:.,..,.:.,.,.. ♦,- ,.~+'-o• 
This was how the last few 
· minutes of the Second Annual 
Sawyer Wiffleball Marathon came 
to a close. The game was being 
played to help raise money for the 
Ronald McDonald House in 
Brookline, Massachusetts: The 
mnnev will be used to rovide • 1' . .. -
housing for families of leukemia 
patients, who have no place to stay 
while the children are undergoing 
treatment. 
The idea for the wiffleball 
marathon was originated by four 
Sawyer residents last year. Tom 
Q'Shea, Bill Gouger, Bob Pasquil, 
and Doug Moore were the ones 
who thought of the idea for the 
marathon. 
. "I considered it to be the best 
charity around·,'' said }Joore."' 
"They needed the money and we 
were willing to help them." 
Across the lawn, hanging from 
. the windows of Smith Hall were 
banners stating, "Sawyer boys are 
No. 1," "Keep it up Sawyer," and 
"Smith says go all the way 
Sawyer." 
The people were in an extremely 
good mood. Even the players, who 
played wiffleball for the 75 hours 
wen: milling aiuuu(l c1n(l joking. 
There were shouts of, "GO, GO, 
·GO!" from the crowds every time a 
player came to bat. Whenever a 
player failed to swing at a good 
pitch, the spectators and other 
players booed and hissed. 
Becky Reese, a Smith Hall 
resident, said, "Most of the people 
pledged money and a lot of them 
brought out food, especially at 
night. In general, we just cheered 
them on." 
Most of the guys in Sawyer 
signed up to play in the game. 
There were always players on the 
field, even at three or four in the 
morning. 
The game was played ·on two-
hour shifts. There were sign-up 
sheets for hours in Sawyer and a 
lot of people played. Tim Treat 
and Mark .. Cro., Cronin played the 
most hours. Each of them played 
34 hours with only a few breaks. 
"I feel the game went great," said.· 
Mark Spiedel, who played the 
most consecutive hours and also 
was the master of ceremonies for 
ihe opening. "It was the highlight 
of the year for a lot of the guys here 
'in the dorm and also for a lot of the 
The Sawyer wiffleball players hit homeruns for the Ronald McDonald 
House in a 75 hour marathon. (Chris Hart rhoto) 
If al goes well, Levme and people who pas~ by on their way to 
• D'Oliveria plan to expand the . Exeter, Portsmouth and Durham. a ·n rest~urant by opening the roOil)S He has no fears about the a,, which are now apartments recession which the country seems 
S upstairs. If this happens, the "fine to be headed for. He knows that tree t dining" will be l~cated up there, opening a small business at this . and the downstairs space would point in time is "really taking a 
MAIN ST. open up for a bigger bar, serving chance." But, he says, "Levine is a 
ff h "l" h "d " f th profesional. He knows what to do. continued from page 12 meals o t e 1g t s1 e o e . menu. . Our main concern 1s to get some 
coffee, dessert, or just a dtink at When the business opens this people to come in and eat. Then 
the bar. Both imported and Thursday, D'Oliveria hopes to they11 spread the word. The most 
domestic beers will be served. attract oeople off the streets and important thing we can do is 'be 
good."' ==Galle~y by Art lllman=========== 
Just when you thought it was safe to go back to the beach ... 
people in the other ~lorms in the who pledged." 
area. It brought a lot of the people The game which was played in 
together." memory of Doug Houghton, a 
"The game went really well, but Durham resident who died at the 
there were times when bickering beginning of March from 
did occur," Spiedel continued. leukemia. 
"But things settled down as soon as "Y/ e were really happy tha!, th~y 
someone reminded everyone why dedicated the game to Doug, said 
) 
'' L l . ... n genera , we 1ust 
cheered them, on.'' 
they were out there playing." 
The game was played for a total 
of 7 5 hours. All of the people in the 
game went around with lists taking 
pledges from people. There was 
also a glass jug on the table behind 
the catcher that was being used for 
donations. 
"We"re expecting to get at>out 
$2,000 once all the pledge money is 
collected," said Moore. "This is 
- more than we hoped to get." 
"We plan to get all the money as 
soon as possible," said Moore. 
"I've already> begun to collect 
money from -~ few of my friends 
his father Richard Houghton. "It's 
nice to see things done like that. 
We're very supportive of the men 
from Sawyer." 
Even though the game is over for 
•this year, everyone is still excit~d. 
"Everyone is as enthusiastic now 
as before the game was played," 
,sata Spie<lel. ··1n such a great 
feeling." 
The final score of the game was 
Astros 480; the Bombers 396. The 
two teams will meet again _next 
year and the Bombers hope to take 
the win then. 
And the • senior 
sayeth no more 
By Dana Jennings 
I am a senior. I gmduat.e soon, but wish it were 
tomorrow. Don't get me wrong. My UNH y~ars have been 
pretty good. But there are things about UNH I will not 
miss. No, not in the least 
I will not miss: 
1. Yearly tuition increases. _ 
2. Getting psyched. 
3. Being accost.ed by blank-eyed, ever-smiling members of 
the Moonification Church. 
4. Lines, lines, lines. 
5. Not to mention grades, grades, grades. 
6. Durham's bars. 
7. Or Rick Bean. 
8. Fmt.emities and sororities. 
9. "Wha~ha major? Whereya from?" 
10. Doing a train. 
11. Fire alarms pulled at three in the morning. 
12. Dining Hall food. 
13. Promiscuous roommat.es. 
14. Lat.e Karl-vans. · 
15. The leering and jeering boys on the ATO wall. 
16. Keg parties. 
17. Howie Pease. 
18. Stepford Students. 
1_9. The library when it's too hot 
20. Administrative circumlocution. 
21. Going nuts.; 
· 22. ·All-night.ers. 
23. Finals. 
24. Professors who went to · the Sominex School of 
:Teaching. 
25. The thick-armed, small-brained felows who think 
they own certain bars in town. 
26. Roommat.es who talk in their sleep. 
27. Parties on Young Drive. · 
28. The cries of student apathy. 
29. Donn living. 
30. 'What are you doing this summer?'' 
31. ''What are you doing for the rest of your life?'' 
32. Those time-honored lat.e night bull sessions 
discussing existentialism, lo.ve, and the hockey t.erun. 
33. The past.el sweat.ers with the little alligators on them. 
34. Students who insist on going to Florida during Spring 
Break. 
35. The paths st.ripped bare by heavy-foot.ed students. 
36. Stoke Hall. 
3 7. And for that matter, Christ.en son Hall. 
38. Trying to find a parking space. 
39. Personals. 
40. Book Rush. 
41. "How was your vacation?" 
42. Student Government 
43. Profound students. 




47. Prowling the campus, while looking for parties ·to 
sneak into. - , 
48. "Let's get stoned." · 
49. TheMUB. . 
50. Professors who can never remember your name. 
-·- ·- ·· - ----
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help wanted Have work study and no Job? Work with the Cooperative Extenflon Service this summer! 
There are several work study positions 
avallable at Cooperaflve Extension Offices 
across the state. For more Information, con-
tact, Dr. Richard larker, Molles House, UNH ~,1
2
162-2180 or any County Extension Agent. 
Class Ads 
For SOie/ Kawasaki 350 motorcycle. Very 
fast. New pistons and rings. Just tuned. 7,600 
mlles. Registered and ready to go. $595. 
Call 2-1632 or 8~·9774. Ask for BIR In room 
120. 4129 
79 Chevy 3/4 ton Van customized. Good for 
work or camping. Includes color TV, stereo 
and more. $7,500 Call 532-7565. 4/25. 
"Tennis lnstructor1·wonted." Excellent high 
paying summer Jobs (clubs, resort, comps) 
ovollable through Washington Tennis Ser-
vices for students with tennis playing or 
teaching experience. Call Mr. Coryeau at 
(301) 654-3770. 4125. 
Summer girls camp In Moine Interviewing at 
career placement room 203 Huddleslon 
Aprll 24 from 9-12. Any Interested students 
ore welc:otn•- Tcr·stop In and meet the 
director Carol Sudduth. For further detolls 
see Nancy Rupp or Gall Blgglestone In 
women's Phys Ed Dept 4122. 
"!g::Cte:,s:~:O':'C:-r c:~~s~::n:i:i•~~n!! . Honda 750 Four-K 1977 Good Condition Call 
economist. Assist In development or 753-4086 after 4 p.m. WMkdays. wlll take 
educatlonal program materials and r-~---_• _-u_ .. _•_A,_?_,"-___,~=-,,.,....-----,------=-
mlscellaneous office work. Work schedule FOR SALE-1972 toyoto Cenco-Sliver Metallle> 
and number of hours to be negotiated radials-AM/FM Wil
00
II '11alntalnad la: oll • fflter 
$3.50/hr. Coll Elna Butterfield, Strafford chon9ed ~Vf!,Y ~~ . ~~;. ~n~.u.P ev~ 12,000, 
County Extension 749-4445. 4125 ~i::~r~;~JI:~~ f:ri::~u9~ ,5 or best 
Interviewing tor September 198O.-Work--: 
study positions ore avallable for students In-
terested In peer counsellng. Job entails 
working on lndlVtdual basis with students, 
developing their study skills and helping 
them gain confidence In "being students. 
Staff development and skllls training wlll 
tnltA nine• In SAotamber. Interested?. _Call 
!_6,1:~198 or drop by ~toke Room1 35C 515. 
Work study position. Maintenance Assistant 
wonted beginning May 15 thru August. Work 
Includes grounds keeping, some light con-
struction, and general asslstance to regular 
maintenance man. Experience In carpentry 
and some mechanical skllls preferred. Con-
tact Steve Patton. U.S. Forest Service, 868-
5576 4122 
Work study position. Person to sort Insects 
from debris In stream bottom samples, 
make Insect counts, make some Insect 
Identifications, and do simple statistical 
calculations. Experience In Insect Iden-
tification preferred but not essentlal. 150 
hOUrs of work available may thru July. 
$4.30/hr. contact dlane Noel U.S. Forest Ser-
vice 868-5576 4122 
SU~MER JOBS- OutdOOf' and Indoor work at 
a large munlclpal swimming faclllty. Good 
pay, exce11ent wonClng conamons. Positions 
available, Pool Manager, Lifeguards, In-
structors, Groundskeeper (plant science 
maJor preferred), Cashiers, Receptionist, 
Pool Maintenance. Work study students 
preferred. For more Information call Paul 
Couturier, 742-7790. 4129 
MAY, JUNE, Work Study Jobs available. Use 
vour work studv monev before your regular 
summer Job startsl Call Paul Couturier 742-
7790 tor lntervtew. 4129 ' 
counselors: Co-ed chlldrens comp, N.A. 
Penna. 6121-8/21 positions available: Group 
leaders (23 and over), Swimming (WSII 
waterskl, Tennis, gymanastlcs, All team 
sports, gotf, comping, head drama, guitar, 
fine arts, woodwork, AAM radio, photo, 
yoga. Camp Wayne, 12 Allevard St., lido 
Beach, NY 11561 519 
SUMMER WORK• UNH Wlldllfe Facility. Ar.Ima! 
caretakers, maintenance-carpentry, pain-
ting, etc.;fleld research 40hr/wk. Work study 
preferred: Dr. Martz Rm. 3 ~ettee Hall 862· 
1000.5/28. 
Wanted: Daytime companion for young· 
handicapped male In Rye. Mon-Fri June tll 
Labor Day. Female preferred. Car 
necessary. Call 964-5505 after 10 a.m. 
Friday through weekend. During week call 
617-475-2981 after 6 p.m. 4118 
Crulseshlps/solllng expldltlonsl/salllng 
camps. No experience. Good pay. Summer 
career. Nationwide, worldwide! 5end $4.95 
for appllcatlon/lnfolreferrals to Crulseworld 
172 Box 60129, Sacramento, CA 95860 4125 
Wanted: Year-round work study student 
skllled In tournallsm, to assist media 
speclallst wlpubllc relatlons. Photography, 
graphic arts and audio-visual experience 
preferred, but not essentlal. Send resume 
by May 9 to Dan Greenleaf, Strafford Coun-: ~r.~~~~i~s County Bulldlng, Dover, 
Work Study students needed as Youth 
Workert for Seacrest Nelghbort Youth Cen-
ter serving adolescents from low Income 
families. 20-40 hrt. Quallflcatlons: Energetic, 
teadershlp abllltles, and firmness In deallng 
with adolescents whlle maintaining open-
ness and awareness of their needs. Contact 
Paul Salem• 436-3810 or431-6703 516 
Subsidiary of Alcon hos •umMAr oDAnlnoa 
for 10 students. $5.63/hr. plus bonuses. Inter-
view now, work can begin Immediately or 
after exams. TransportaHon necessary tor 
local work. For appointment coll between 
5-7 only. 868-1228 . .i18 
WANTED: Waltreaes and barmaids. Daya 
and nights. Dlni"ler experience. Main Street 
Cafe and Restaurant, 1-6' Main Street, 
Newmarket. 659-2377 
Summer Comp Jobs for Students. Help 
needed, male/female, In resident and day 
camp tor 9 weeks. Aquatic Directors and 
assistants, IJntl leodert. Rlflerv Instructors. 
Field sports ecology, Business 
Management, Food Servlce. Call Mr. Chase 
at 62W31, 8:30-5:00. Mondc}y-Frlday. ~6 
wanted: Japanese Youth Exchange Coor- -
dlnator. Part-time (Aprll 15 to August 30) Ap-
prox. 200 hours; some full days, some 
weekends. Parttclpants wlll be In this area 
rrom July 24 to August 24. Knowledge of 
Japanese language and customs helpful. 
. High level communication skllls needed 
along with orgonlzatlonal and ptannlng 
1kllls. Typing and bookkeeping skllls 
--needed. Mast provide own transportation. 
S4.00/hr. Contact.Dr. Richard L. Barker, 862· 
'480 h1>fora 2 Mav j980. 4129 
for sale 
Blrkenstockt-footwear that flt Ilka your feet 
do. These sandals are high In qualtty, the 
highest In comfort, _ and reasonably priced. · 
Find foottoy at the Wpx Ear-next- to Franklin· 
Theater. !516. . - · 
For Sole: MGA 13-lnch color T.V. by Mlt· 
sublshl electrlc. SOiid State with color lock, 
etc. One year old and In excellent con-
dition. $200 or best offer. Coll 868-9608 or 2-
1170, preferably p.m. Ask for Paul. 4122 
Wont a smooth, comfortable, luxurious, 
elegant ride? Ford Elite 1975 tully-powered-
equlpped, tour Jensens, new radlals, well-
cared tor body and engine. Excellent con-
dition. 78,000. Must sell. Negotloble. 868-
_2318 or742·3681. 516. 
1970 AMC Rebel. only 50,500 miles on 111 p S 
P.B. R~cently Inspected. New exhausi 
system, tires, brakes. Engine and body In 
very Qood condition. A very dependable 
car. 'Good on regular gas. $150 or best of. 
WANTED: Female for nude modeling. Reply fer. Call Jim In Lord Haff at 2·1631 or 868-
wlth thumbnail sketch. Only serious need to ,,,.9_700-=-4/--,-2~2-..,,..,,.,::-:-----,,.,..,-=-----,----,--......,.-,-,--=--
answer. Fee negotiable. Bob Box 4968, For Sa1•1980 lange Ski Boots size 9½. These 
Manchester, NH 03105. 4125. are Lange lanksee-the bast boots you can 
buy today. Ask anyone who knows. They're 
Help wanted-work study to work as a a bargain at $125. Skied In half a season. 
clerk/receptionist In the New England cen- Call Loco at 868-1532.4122. 
fer Admlnlst. Building for the month of Jutv. , ----------------
Hours are 8:00-4:30 Monday thru Friday. Job For Sale: 13-lnch MGA Solld State Color T.V. 
Includes answering telephones, sorting bv Mitsubishi electric. Color lock, et. One 
mall, some bookkeepplng. Call Janet Doty yeat old and In excellent condition. S200 or 
at862·1900.4128. best offer. Tel 868-9608 and ask for Paul. 
summer Jobs for "people speclallsts" who 
love chlldren and the out-of-doort. This Is a 
real camping program that does Important 
work with disadvantaged children of all 
races. Unspolled forest setting w/lake, 
primitive llvlng. Small groups function as 
fomltv-llke units providing own needs and 
conducting own programs. Highly 
dedicated staff from across the country. 2· 
week staff training. Ideal chance for 
tremendous personal and proteulonal ' 
growth In a challenging, worthwhlle Job. 
Academic credit possible. We are work-
study ellglble. Need for counselors, RN's, 
dietitians, typists, WSI (female), ALS (female), 
cook. For Information, write our city office: 
~~11
1
BJg~:~~~mps, 56 W. 45th St., New York, 
4122. 
FRISBEEE with electronic (L.E.D.) lights. 
Resembles a U.F.O. at night. FANTASTIC! 
Send S12 cash, check or M.O. to: Jim Apple 
74 Humphrey St. Swampscott, MA. 
01907 " ~25 . 
· Samoyed pup-Not yet born, due In 2nd 
week or April. Pedigree dog with AKC 
papers ready to go In 8 weeks. Asking $150-
200 yet negollable. Call any time 
preferably after 6 p.m. 868-5081. Ask for 
Karen, If not In leave message. 516. · 
For Sale: 1978 ~onda C.B. 750 Super-sport· 
Excellent Condition! only 1,700 mlles. Great 
deal at $2300.00. Call Anne (862·2170) or 




For Sale: stereo compon_ents; JVC JL-A40 
Direct drive turntable • Shure M95-ED car-
tridge w/new stylus, asking s 130, Jensen LS-4 
speaker system• 10" woofer, 3" midrange, 
1" tweeter - 60 waHt/channel continuous -
frequency response 30HZ-22KHZ, asking 
$ 180. Mark 862·3251 4125 
For Sale 197A Javelln. Foat, sharp car. New 
paint and carpeting. Craig stereo tape, . 
pioneer speakers. Excellent body, no rust. 
304 2-bbl engine In perfect condition. Gets 
21 mpg If nof Jumped on. 3-speed on floor. 
$1500 or BO Tom 868-5998 412S 
For Sale-65 Buick Gran Sport, 140,000 ml.; 
many new parts; Inspected; 10-12 mpg. 445 
,..._,In O"{'lno: t,nllor hlt,-h: .,. .... ~••hut •2 
years In Okla. S300 or best offer. Lynn 659-
2872. 5/6 
For Sale 1970 Chevy Novo Good condition, 
new tires, trailer hitch. $595. Call Todd, Lord · 
Room 310, 868-9715. 4125 
1970 Opel Kadett, Good small car, 71,000 
miles, motor and transmission In excellent 
condition, needs a few minor repairs. S200 
or best offer. Call 868•5498 4125 
For Sale-5 ft. multl-branched rubber tree 
S50; small rocking chair S7; portable 
humidifier (neW) HO; plant baskets and 
pots. Lynn 659-2872. 4/25 
1976 Camoro, 6 cyllnder, automatic, P.S. 
P.B.; New exhaust, brakes and tires. Ex• 
cellent condition. S3,600. Call 622-8226 af-
ter 4:30 4125 





cellent condlHon, $6,500. Call 622·8j26 at-
tar 4:30. 4125 · 
Electric Typewriter for sale, top of the line 
Smith Corona. Semi-portable coronamattc 
2200, Asking S250. See Marcus Lashway at 
7 A Main Street Durham, Down by gasoline 
alley across from Court House or call 868-
1137 (a nelghbo~) 4125 . 
For Sale• 1973 VW Beetle, body In very good 
·, condition, steel belted radlols, rebullt 
engine w/13,000 mlles. Pioneer FM-cassette 
· stereo. $1500 or thereabouts. c~n Rob 749· 
05704/25 . 
1970 Chevy Nova, excellent condition. New 
tires, starter, battery. Body work Just done. 
76,000 mlles S550. Must sell. 659-3247. For 
Sale 5 speed SChwlnn In good shape. Great 
around campus. Call 659-32-'7. 4125 
For Sale• 1971 Laser Sailboat blue hull No. 
48,482 excellent condition (sailed ontv 15 
times) new $1495, asking S1100. 868-6184 
(ask for Mark). Keep trying. 4/25 
Emer10n AM-FM Stereo w/cassette recorder, 
BSR turntable, and t.vo 8x12x24 Inch w,alnut 
finished speakert. Two year1 old and In ex-
cellent condition: Comes with Just 
m1cropnone1, stands ona otner a;.;-
cessortes. $150 or best offer. Call Jeff, 659-
5054, before 1 0 AM or after 1 0 PM 4122 
10-speed Sears Racer Bicycle, ·centerpull 
. brakes, good condltton, perfect for around 
town, S60 or best offer. Call Doug at 868-
1348. 4125 
lost & found 
Lost: Prescrlrtlon glasses In · brown case 
near Kendal Hall. Please call 868-2355 ask 
for Dave. 4125 
To the person who found (or took) my gold 
necklace: ~ am wining to bargain to get 
them back. Please, have a IIHte heart! Call 
~llan AAA-227A K-p trvlna. "122. 
services 
Professional typing at Its best by University 
secrerarlal Associates. IBM correcting 
5electrtc, choice of stvte, pitch, gram.mer, 
punctuation, spefllng corrected. 
Reasonable rotes for superior quallty. Diana 
5-.. ··--~ '7A'>.AACa IU/, 
carpentry. All forms, remodeling, additions, 
Interior-exterior, finish, decks, roofing. , 
Mlcha!I DeGeorge Eve, 664-9756. 4125 
WE DELIVER! Hungry, but can't leave the 
books? Pizza, sut>s, salads, etc delivered! 
Nlghtly campus runs 9:30 p.m. and 11 ;00 
p.m. Call 30 min. In advance 868-222,. Also 
Joe buys used refrigerators $40 each. Call 
after 41 p.m. 862-3336 516. 
Rent your motorcycle for a weekend, 
Qualified motorcycle operator would like to 
rent your street or dirt bike. Wllllng to pay 
whatever you think Is reasonable. Trustwor-
thy and responsible operator. Have had 
defensive driving courte recently Call Steve 
nights at 742-4768. 4122. 
summer Sublet: Need 4 or 5 (preferably 
female) people to rent spacious Red Towers 
apt. June 1. Has 2 lge bedrms, 2 bathrms, 
kitchen • lge utility closet. S680/mo. heat 
lnclud~. Call Karoflne at 868-1300. 4122 
2 glrls needed to 1hare 2 bedroom opt. In 
Durham for summer. Jun•August, fabulous 
locatton on Madbury Rood, extremely quiet 
bulldlng with parking. Please call 168-2257 
anytime for more Information. 512 
Webster House summer sublet. This apt. Is 
GREAT! 2 bedrooms for 4 or more people. 
Carpeted furnished, plenty of sun and Iota 
of room. Call right away. sue, Chris, or Jen 
868-5186 4125 
Semi-furnished pine panelled Summer 
SUblet; 5 min. walk to campui; 3 bedrooms, 
living room, kitchen, dining room, 
study .. .laundry facllltles, bike storr.Jge, 
spacious grass lawns perfect for frlsbee 
barbecues and sunbathlngl Call Jen iii-
2992 (Davis Court, 60 Madbury Rd.) 512 
Apartment avallable for sµmmer sublet • 
mole preferred. Sliding Rock apts. 
Newmarket on Kori-Van route. Rent II 
$117.50 per month plus electrtctty, phone. 
Call 659-2122. Ask for Chris or Rob. 4125 
2 Apartments for rent In Dover. Centrally MOVING TO PHILADELPHIA AREA?? 20 toot 
located on kart-Van. 1 4-bedroom, living truck has space avallable for furniture, 
room, den• kHchen- luxurloua, rent S525 In- etc ... for a nominal fee. WIii leave 
eludes heat and electrtclly. 1 3-bedrom, graduation doyand unload In Phlllyon 5119. 
living room • kitchen rent S400 Includes : Ship It home the easy wavl For more detallt, 
heaf and electrlclty. Lease required, starts Call Af!Shaw 868-51854129. 
June 1st. No pets. Call 742-7908 between 7 ==--=-.--=---7.:7--:-:--=----~-
and 9 p.m. 4121 •, Crulsea/salllng expedltlonsl/salllng camps. · 
· - -- - No experience. QOod pay. summer. career. 
Apt. to sublet now thru July 31 with option for Nationwide worldwide! Send S4 95 for 0 Fall-near Lee clrcl•5 miles from UNH-rent pllcatlon/lniolreferrals to Crulseworld 1 f2 . 
$225/month but negotlable-2bedroom-wall lox 60129 sacramento CA 95860 4125 
to wall carpeting-Call Judy at home:778- • • · 
.n878oratwork:'31·5120"122. I've decided we ore going to make ti, ok? 
Summer Sublet- Crescent Hoase. 1 bdrm, Look fOfWClrd to seeing you ... and It wtll all 
furn., w/w carpeting. Good size tor 2 work out. Good luck on the usual --s, you 
peoplel Great locatron (on Madbury Rd. gu~ It. Me 
behind TKE)II Rent negot.l Call 8~2294_. wanted • framed backpack In good con-
Wanted: Housing for 2 women In Portsmouth dltlon. WIii look at Internal and external 
,o, thl• • ..,,.,,.,.,. MGy f9th--Awew•t• QQ/1 ,,..,.,.. _ _ Plooao ,..,.11 -~0707,., !> • • ,IU!.0 nnd 
Sharon 868-1065. 4122 ask for Leanne. 4125 
In Durham this summer? ldealtv located one "'"D_o_y_ou___,ha_v_e_s_o_m_e....,th,,..,....ln_g_s_pec _ la.....,1~to-say?___,,....sa~y 
bedroom apt. In Webster Hou ... Madbu!Y ' It In a special wavl Send your message In a 
Road across from Scorpios. Avall. Moy 1s;. FOf'lune COOkle. so cents per cookie. Jor In-
August: CfolfVlckv at 'i-fti1'i Hitchcock 321 · formation, Call Nadine at 2-1144. 4125 
or Janet at 868-97b1 Hubbard 430. Leav• 
· message If notln. 4125 Pl KAPPA ALPHA'S 11th Annual SPRINGFEST 
Furnished room In Durham, 3 miles from ~ ~~~!,2~1.'!d :.1i T~nes,t!=r R4!:!:~~~i~~: 
campus, off street parking, S125 per month, Behind stoke Halr.-fickets must be pur• 
avallable now, coll 1"61-5477 after 8 chased 1n advanced from the House or any 
p.m.4/29. Brot_her. 4/25 
summer SUblet (Durham) 1-bedroom apt. 
sleeps 3, largeJlvlngroom, kitchen, fully fur-
nished. Excelle.l'lt location on Madbury Rd. 
can Skip or Dana (868-715n 4125. 
A SUMMER SUBLET llke thla, you can't affort)d 
to mlsll Ira ovallable the 1'1 of May, and 
rent Is very cheap to pay. Ifs right near 
Dover High, where the Karl-van goes by. 
Garage,w/w carpeting and cable T.V. Coll 
Glenn, o~9 Mike tor an appointment to , see. Cal~ 8"' and you won't have to 
look at dives onvmorel 4122: 
WANTED for summer, beginning May 15:'' 
Female companion to live with elderly 
woman. In Durham, 1olary, room and 
board. Light housekeeping duties. Car 
avallable. lnQulre room 317 James Hall. 4122 
Durham Summer Sublet: Need 4 non-
smoking, female roommates. own rooms, 
only SiO0 a month. Excellent location. 
AY.allable Moy 16-August 30. can 868-7354. 
2 Apartments ror rent In !Dover. Centrally 
located on the Kart-Van. 1 4 bedroom, 
living room, den and kitchen- luxurious. 
Renf $525 Includes heat and electrtclty. 1 3 
bedroom llvlng room and kitchen, rent $400 
Includes heat and electrlclty. Lease 
Reqµlred Starts June 1st. No pets. Call 742· 
790lbetween 7 and 9 p.m .. 4122. 
Apt. to sublet-Now thru July 31 with fall op-
tlon-looklng for roommate with posslblllty 
that whole apt. wlll become avallabl•rent 
S112.50/month/per10n but negottabl•near 
Le• clrcle-5 mlles to UNH-clean and 
modern-Call Judy-Homa_:778-0178· 
Work:431-5120. 4/22. 
york Beach Short Sands Beach; large single 
rooms fro rent, may thru the foll; quiet and 
private 'W/kltchen for light cooking. $35.00 
weekly. Call 207 363-2159. 516 
Summer Sublet (with fall option) • need 
roommate to share two bedroom apt. In 
Dover. living room, kitchen, bathroom, and 
own bedroom. Fully furnished, on K•Van. 
Avallable from approx. May 19 • August 30. 
148/mo and ufllltlea. C9ll·Rleh or Pet•749-t · 
22325/2 . 
Durham - Summer only- Large studio Apar-
tment overlooking Brook. Walk to campus. 
No pats. Avallable: end of current semester 
or June 1 untll August 31. $175/mo. Call 868-
5987 4/22 
2 Fmle Rmts. needed for 2 bdrm Apt In 
Durham w/klt, llv, both. Partty furn $800/sem 
~~I ~
2
::,o~tncl. Avallable Sept-May. 
Summer Sublet Durham, Main StrMt, 2 
bedroom, great locoflon, Rent negottable. 
Avallable June-August. Contact Yvonne, 
Fran, or Cindy at 861-9705 or 862-2161 516 
summer SUblet (fall optlon)-beaut. large 2 
bdr., sunny, 3 ml. to UNH, furn. (summer) or 
unfurn. S350/mo. Incl. heat; summer rent 
negotiable. Avall. June 1. Sec. dep. S150. 
Lynn or Lois 659-2172. 512 
Female Roommate wanted to share apt. In 
Dover. s120.oo month plus half utllltles. own 
room. Avallable May 15. On Kart-Van Route. 
Coll7A9-06454129 • 
Summer Sublet - Durham. 2 room.mates 
needed. Cool and quiet on Oyster River. 
Furnished, parking spoce, big living room, 
kitchen, bathroom. Avallable from Mid-May 
through August. Call 868-5207. A 10-mlnute 
walk lo campus. A perfect place for sum-
mer students. 4/22 
One female roommate needed for 2 
bedroom apt. on Main Street In Durham 
June through May. Great locatton. Contact 
Cindy, Fran, or Yvonne at 168-9705 or 162· 
"FREE IARNEYI" • paid tor by the F.B.S.S. • a 
profit seeking organization. 4/22 
Rave Finals - If you mlued them, leave 
name • campus address In WSBE mallbox 
No. 321. I wlll per10nolly dellver prizes! 4122 . 
Dear Honeybunch, Through late-night ti• 
ups and earty morning madness I know we 
can rush hand In hand through finals 
because there II nothing like a hug from 
~ne as beautlful a, you. Lave, huck. 
C~hee Pie - You finally mode It. Ain't 
Ute great, but WHOAI Thafs Just my opinion• 
Miss Bonnie. 4122 
Bob Drew• I reallze that our schedules really 
conflict, but I Just wanted you to know that I 
am trytngl Thanks for your underttandlng 01 
well as perslstance. Question marks and 
Rainbows• Me. 4122 
AZ PLEDGES: You have come so tar and 
have given so much. This Is It - the end and 
the beginning of two great experlencell 
Yes, Ifs been tough, but no one said H 
would be easyt I Is for Industriousness. N Is 
for never-ending meetings, S II tor spirit, P Is 
for pledge, I II for Intimate, R 11 for resour• 
cefulness, A Is for attitude, T Is for trust or 
Tau, I ls for lnformalneu, O Is for openness, N 
Is for needs and what have you got? In-
spiration for you from us • have a blostlll 
Love ya'll, the Slstersl 4122 
Good tunes, great Hmea, and cold refresh-
ments. What else would you expect at PIKE's 
SPRINGFEST. This WIii be the event of the 
aen1ester. You must get your tickets eartv 
from the House or any Brother. Don't miss If. 
4125 
Alpha ZI Delta -Good food, good company, 
good laughs • who could ask for more? 
Thanks for a great wait-on. Sigma Nu 
Pledges 4122 
Tex • Thanks for the plug. Everyone could 
use an extra six lnchesl The Pledges of 
Sigma Nu 4122 
Riek from 3rd floor Hubbard • 'When your .~ 
eating at Phllbrook look my way. OK? 4122 
PB: We can beat them for more than one 
day, and then we'll be Heroes forever. 
You're still my favorite rugrat. The best In the 
whole world. Love always, Poohbear. 4122 
Barbie, our "Midsummer Nlghfs Dream" II 
really up to PAR. We're going to have a BALL 
working A ROUND the CLUB for the HOLE 
summer. Ifs the only place where the grass 
11 GREEN on both sides of the rencel Con't 
wait to TEE OFFIii Luv, Jo 4122 
April 25 and 26 Is going to be Awesome at 
PIKE. Start the Spring off right at this annual 
event. SPRINGFEST at pr KAPPA ALPHA. 
PoaltlV• ID reau•red. 4125 
Well, Paul (Yea, you on 3rd floor Hubbard) Ifs 
been two semesters now. When are you 
going to Introduce yourtelf? 4122 
Jon - Thanks so much tor one of the best 
weekends of my llfel It was truly on un-
rorgetabte PD and I owe It all to you. You're 
"awesome"l I love ya• "Brown eyes" 4122 
Jouba - Hey Big-Sis • like I said before • 
you're the IESTI Thanks tor a tantaatlc PD • 
one I'll never forget. Condominiums, rtver1, 
streams, vodka, 5ambos, and "awesome" 
Bronco, Sigma Nus, crazy roommates, beer, 
beer, and MORE IEERII Only 2 weeks and we 
get to do It agalnl Love ya• your lift'• sis 4122 
NATIONAL SECRET ARV'S DAY 
WEDN_ESDA Y, summer SUblet • 21 Bagdad Rd. Durham • Excellent locaflon. Fully furnished, large 
IIVlng room, full kitchen, two bedrooms, 
parklng space, full bathroom, plenty of 
closet space. For months June, Jutv, August -
Rent negotlablel Coll 868-116'. 4125 
. 2161.5/6 
To the Brother1 of ALPHA-Xl,lmust move on; 
to the real wOf'ld now, but I know that I never• 
would have made ti without LAMIIDA \,;ftl 
ALPHA. I wlll miss the active chapter for the 
rest of my llfe. I would Ilka to express my 
most heartfelt thanks to some of you who 
have made H great, Bud, Healz, Dave, 
Bouge, Paul, Doug, Jeff, Beetle, Tom, New 
lrotflers and Old. Thanks guys and keep In 
touch. Yours In ZAX, ALPHA )(1-1000. 4122 
APRIL 23 
*WE'LL GIVE .HER A FREE 
CARNATION. FREE CIGAR FOR 
GENTLEMEN SECRETARIES. 
CALL TODAY FOR RESERVATIONS 




MASTERCHARGE AND VISA WELCOME 
Durham summer sublet ovallable. Two 
bedrooms, partly furnished, excellent con-
dition, excellent location, rent negotiable. 
Call 168-1344 4122 
Dover. ·Apt for summer sublet w/fall option. 
Two bedroom, w/w c., central voe., 
washer/dryer, Karlvon stop. Near stores. 
Pool. Tennis courts. $230.00/mo. Call Jane or 
Alison 742-5929. 4125 
Summer Sublet Durham "The Coops" Large 
one bedroom pad with kitchen, bathroom 
and large llvlng room. Avallable May 16 • 
August 30 $225 per month, Call Charlie at 
868-2455 or go to Apt N-7 Coops. 4122 
summer sublet in Newmarket with fall op-
tion. 3 bedroom house with sunporch, yard, 
and garage. Near Kart-Van. $300.00 a mon-
th. Call 659-5906. 4122. -
summer Sublet • Durham. 1 bdrm apt. mid-
May to end of August. Rent negot. partly 
turn. good location. Call Shelly or Irene 868· 
'9899, or 862-1667 4125 
S~ndlng the summer at Hampton Beach? 3 
bedroom apt on beach sleeps 6. Avallable 
May 15 • Labor Day. Rent Includes 
everything! Call 431-7076 for more lnfor-
matlon. 4125 
Summer Sublet • Beginning end of May to 
Beginning of 5eptember. Fully furnished, 
stereo, color TV, Bedroom, llvlng room, Kit-
chen, Bath. If Interested Call Eric, 868-1392. 
5/6 
Summer Rentals, Durham. Efficiencies and 2 
bdrm opts. Furnished w/utllltles and parlr.ta~. 
Avallable June 1 • Aug 15. Coi,tact White En-
terprises. Tel. 868-2192 (M·r 8-5) 5/2 
Student Rentals Durham. Single and double 
rooms. Furnished w/utllltles and parking. 
Within walking distance to campus. Con-
tact White Enterprises. Tel. 868-2192 (M-F 8-5) 
5/2 
For Rent-Apartment available June 1 In 
Gonlc, NH Two bedrooms, llvlng room, 
dining room, kitchen, both. Thirty acre farm. 
Twenty minutes from campus. S160/month 
plus utllltres. Call 2-1880 days or 332·2928 
evenings. '122 
TOSNOM presents Mind over Matter with 
Emma Russell. Tuesday Aprll 22, Grafton 
room MUB at 8:00 p.m. Come and -ex-
perience the power of the mind • complete 
with demonstra 
Bob and Phil: Tllanks ror a good time Friday 
night. Definitely a unique lime but we en-
joyed It. Going out again this week? sue, 
Faith, Leanne, "Ellen and Joyce (allas Julle) 
Al'J'J 
Caucasian Chalk Clrcle has been can-
celled, due to the sad fact that the cast 
can't get their act together. 4/22 
Jeanie (Sllm Whitman) • you have to be the 
strangest glrl I have ever walked through 
Boston wlffi. I can say I have never seen a 
person pretend to be a sail boat In an em-
pty pond, steal a J•B bottle off a wino or get 
lost In the Common. I hope you had a good 





continued from page I 
Q. What research is being done about nuclear power and 
waste? · . 
1 1 
d . 
A. The thing that they learned fr~m Three Mlle s an ts 
that the lack of adequately trained personnel was the 
problem. That has to be corrected. In so far as the waste, 
this government has solved all kinds of problems 
throughout our existence;. like . goi~g- to the m~n, 
building ai!J)lanes, to technical things an all area~. Right 
now the mibtary is producing a great deal of atomic ~aste 
which is being buried in government land and there 1s no 
damage to any people and I feel that the solution will be 
found in those areas. We should take advantage of what 
expertise we have instead of saying we d<?n 't k~ow w~at 
to do with nuclear waste. They are domg things with 
nuclear waste right now. 
Q. What do you think about the existing law of capital 
punishment? 
A. I personally do not like to see a mandato~ sentence of 
death. I believe when you do tha!, you're tak.mgawa)'.th~ 
basic right of trial by jury and Judge. I believe the Jury 
should make the decision based on the crime. 
Q. Are we last in state aid to education? , 
A. If we're not last, we're close to it. But, when~ combine 
what is spent on local levels, we rank about middle,_ half 
way between, about 26th. I've n~ticed people in this s~te 
. have a very very strong desire (about) _ controlbng· 
education at a local level. -
Q. Do you think the level of education is as good tU in 
other states? 
'A. I think the level of education is excellent, based on 
their SATs and their performance at coll~ge level. 
. -Q.-Q' the ·,,exceilent educaiion"·is not a result of the 
monies schools are receiving, what is it a result oj?. 
A. I don't think money is the answer to aH education. 
Teachers, libraries, and initiative on the part of t~e 
students are important. I've seen a great deal of waste m 
the past with programs built into ~ducation that have not 
contributed to the overall education of the students. 
Q. Do you intend to run for re-~lec~ion and if so w_hy? 
A. The second fart of _th~t question ~s a .10~ ques,t1on. 
The "why" is because 1t 1s '! v_ery sat1sfy1~g J?b. Its far 
easier to be in charge than s1ttmg on the ~•dehnes seemg 
things happening that you can't doanythmg about other 
than express your views publicly. In so far as running, I 
Join us for a 
Quick Lunch 
½a sandwich 
cup of soup 
only $1 .79 
Our live entertainment this 
week f ea tu res 
Wed: Tim Gurshin 
Thurs: Mark Osler . 
Fri: Eileen and Rachel 
Sat: Al Gagnon 
Dining Room Hours: 
11: 30-2: 30 pm; 4: 30-8: 30 pm Mon. -Sat. 
Closed Sunday 
THE CATNIP PUB 
41 Main St. 
by Joe Kandra 
will not be making any announcements until beginning of 
the summer. 
Q. Would you be in favor of raising the governor's term 
from two to four years? ·· 
A. I was in support of that for a long time until 1 saw wh~t · 
· could happen if it were a four year term. You would still 
have the gentleman I defeated still in office and that 
gentleman would be placing people ~n t~e Supr~me 
Court replacing members of the Umvers1ty System 
Boarl of Trustees, and countless number of judges in the 
court system. Based on my own knowledge it would be 
far easier with a four year term. But, we 're a small state 
and I think people will be able to determine whether they 
wish yo_u to return you to government. 
Q. Are you in favor of a sales tax? 
~. I'm not in favor of a sales or income tax. We should try 
to live within the monies available and see what we can do 
administratively. For example, using_t~e Department.of 
Health (Education) and Welfare dec1s1ons that are bemg 
made. These will help save money that can be put back 
into services for the people. That is the true role of 
government. Not to take more money from you while I go 
lackadaisically down the road with department heads 
and spend it. 
Q. Before your term ends, what would you like to 
accomplish? . 
A. I would like to see the office of Children and Youth 
functioning efficiently; the drug and alcohol abuse 
programs continue to grow, more construction of hydro 
projects; open negotiations with Canada so more natural 
gas will come down from Quebec; a balanced bud~et; the 
Laconia State School problems resolved; a new wmg for 
the state prison, a separation of young delinquents from 
cons in prison; the train from C~ncord t~ Bost~n 
continue to run •efficiently; a sharp increase in tounst 
business this summer to help me with my roomand meals 
tax to help come out with a balanced budget. 
Q. How would you prioritize the biggest asset.I of the 
state? 
A. h's the people and the youth coming up. 
Q. Is the enormous growth of the state good? . . 
A. Eighty-seven percent of the State of ~cw Hamps~1rc 1s 
covered by forest land. I need to have Jobs to rctam my 
youth. Growth is only bad when it is saturated in one 
given area. I need the profits from the business profits tax 
to keep up with the economy. 
Q. Do you support state aid f of abortion? . 
A. I do not support tax payers money for abortion. 
Q. What do you think is your biggest achievement while 
in office? · 
A. Bringing into the system dedicated people ":ho are 
willing to put programs to work. They realize the 
government is nothing more than a servant of the people. 
We lost sight of that situation in the state of New 
Hampshire. 











This Is A Professional Quality Skate 
and Usually Se.Us For s75 to s95 
Our Price s5499 ro 55899 
OPEN NIGHTS.UNTIL 9_ 
IWHY PAY MORE? I 
RED'S-l'l~ 






continued from page 2 
In other action, the Sen~te 
passed the by-laws of a ne\\ 
council, called Student for the 
University. Students for the 
University will attempt to "initiate, 
develop, and maintain a positive 
attitude within the state and the 
region" about UNH. 
The intention is to make 
financial support, particularly 
from the New Hampshire State 
Legislature, easier to obtain. 
The students on the council will 
lobby in Concord when the new 
legislative session begins on 
January 1. 
The Senate also passed a 
resolution welcoming Evelyn 
Handler, the new UNH President, 
to the University. "As the 
1eg1t1matc recognized voice of the 
UNH Student Body (the Senate) 
unanimously supports and 
endorses the election ... of Dr. 
Evelyn Handler," the resolution 
said. 
The Senate also gave $711 from 
the programming fund to the Sol&r 
Energy Coalition for a concert to 
be held in East-West park today. 
Paddler 
PONG 
continued from page I 
conducted in February at the 
· University of Connecticut. 
There, ACUI Region I players 
from 37 colleges in New England, 
eastern Canada and Great Britain 
vied for first place in order to 
qualify for the .. nationals' in such 
sports as table tennis, billiards, 
Frisbee,. chess, bowling, table 
soccer and trap shooting. 
Now the three will face finalists 
from the IS other ACUI regions 
around the world. The winners 
would be regarded among the best 
college-level players in their sport . 
Following the table tennis 
championship this week in 
Minneapolis, the women's 
billiards finals will take place in 
Carbondale, Ill., on April 28 and 
29, and the Frisbee competition 
will be in Atlanta on May 1-3. 
UNH Assistant Director of 
Student Activities Ann Cochran 
ways participation in these sports 
is increasing because anyone, no . 
matter what their level of skill, can 
enjoy themselves at these games. It 
isn't necessary to "make the team" 
as with conventional sports, such 
as hockey. This makes for a more 
congenial and less competitive 
atmosphere, Cochran says. 
Another thing Cochran stresses 
is that the games teach a leisure 
time skill that can be used for the 
rest of one 'e )if e. 
"You can still skate at 92 if you 
want to," she says, "but you can't 
compete no matter what your age 
or level of skill." 
And for those who do possess a 
great deal of skill-like Sporer, 
Lebanaris, and Robinson--the 
competition offers them the 




















Sat. Apr. 26 8 pm I 
Concord City Auditorium I 
Tickets $7 .50 I 
Avail. at Jodi's and I 
I Sessions Music in Portsmouth , I 
I 2"-i..;-_______ _ ..,... ___ ...,.. __ ~ 
J~; ; l .J 
Lacrosse 
LACROSSE 
continued from page 20 
Sheehan made one of his "did 
you see thats" on Rick Handelman 
and Fraser sent Brian Noyes 
streaking up the open field for a 
score, ~nd a two goal UNH lead. 
Handelman and Van Vleck 
traded goals before Joby Harris 
brought the Bruins within one, 15--
14, following two Sheehan 
spect:iculars on Hacker and 
Angelo Lobosco from point blank 
range. 
With only 1: 11 left in the game, 
Lobosco tied it up with a shot just 
inside the goalpost from 20 feet 
out. Lobosco was floating outside 
the box as the Bruins prepared to 
inbound the ball and Sheehan was 
shouting "watch 25," but to no 
avail. 
"If we bounce back and beat 
Harvard on Wednesday, they1I 
{NCAA) look at this loss 
differently," said Fay. 
Garber admitted that playing 
Harvard with only one day off was 
not the best possible schedule, but 
claims that three consecutive wins, 
(Harvard, UMass, and Dart-




continued from page 20 
half inning against UVM. We had 
some good pitching from Lisa 
Cefalo and Diesel, and we got 
some strong hits. Even when we 
were getting put out, we were 
getting a piece of• the ball." 
Rodgers 
RODGERS 
continued from page 19 
1:5 k's (kilometers) out," said 
Rodgers. 
Approxima t-ely mid way 
through the race around the 
Newton checkpoint. Rodgers had 
started to make his move. But the 
heat had ta~en its tol_l andRod~r~s 
was more than a minute ·ott his 
record pace of 2:09 last year. 
By the time he had reached the 
infamous Heart Break Hill, the 
section that saps the last bit of 
strength from the legs of the 
healthiest runner, he had opened 
up a lead of almost two minutes 
· over his nearest competitor and 
eventual second place finisher. 
Marco Marcahel, of Italy.Rodger's 
run to his fourth Boston title was 





. April 20-26 
Show her you appreciate the job she does for you. 
With a thoughtful gift of flowers. Just call or stop 
in. We'll fashion a bouquet that's perfect for her. 






Do Not Have To 
Go To Boston 
COMPLETE, NATIONALLY 
RECOGNIZED 
CPA REVIEW COURSE 
NOW OFFERED IN 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Starting Sat. Aug 2 thru Nov. 1 
OFFERED IN DOVER BY 
RICHARD WALDO CPA, MBA 
President, McIntosh College 




DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03820 
Mctntoal'I College· pro"tdes equal opportunity in all its operations 
April 22- 29 
PROGRAMS 
/Lunch Serles: Harp &-flute music 
Wed, Aprll 23 
✓Handicap Awareness Day 
Thurs, Aprll 24 
✓International Week 1980 
Mon, Aprll 21 • Sun, Aprll 27 
PUB 
./D.J. Rick Bean with music for dancing 
Thurs, Aprll 24 
✓D.J. Rick Bean with .. Oldles" 
~~n. A~rl_l 29 
CAT'S CLOSET 
{To look sharp - be sharpl Catch our 
dally .. super-savings table" starting , 
today. Pre-Inventory closeouts 
PISTACHIO'S 
Jlce cream sundae bar - make your 
own sundae• only 55¢ 
Tues, Wed • Thurs only 
CAFETERIA 
vContlnental Breakfasts 
Cereal with mllk; coffee • donut, 80¢ 
Coffee, donut 8t Juice, 50¢ 
2 scrambled eggs, toast 8t Juice, 75¢ 
✓Friday's Breakfast Special 
2 fried eggs, homefrles, toast & 
choice of any 2 beverages, $1.25 
✓toffee• tea, 20¢ with your own cup 
INFORMATION CENTER 
862-2600 
✓Let us know If you're expecting campus 
visitors for seminars, conferen~es, 
try outs, or special events. They 
frequently look for you though the 
University Information Center In the 
MUB. Share your Information with 
Pat Wlnzeler 862-1524. She will 
pass It along. 
TICKET OFFICE 
§t ±-± ± 862-2290 
vGloria Steinem - Aprll 22 
✓Chuck Mangione - Aprll 23 
✓Caucasian Chalk Circle - April 22 -26 
./ Music Dept Scholarship Serles - April 30 
v Allman Brothers - May 6 
✓Summer Theater - July & A.ugust 
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BASEBALL 
continued from page 20 
Problem was that Jeff Folkins of 
UR½·mnst have had his eye on a po 
ssible pro contract as well as he 
threw a five hitter at the Cats. The 
difference between who got the 
"W" and who got the "L" in the 
score book was the fourth inning as 
the Rams pushed one across 
without the benefit of a hit. 
After Jones got the lead off man, 
Tom Healy got hit by a Jones 
offering. He was moved ahead as 
Captain Greg Jablonski booted 
Mike Tamet's ground ball. Jones 
then watched Vin Choiniere 
misplay a chance off the bat of the 
Ram's Kevin Vitale loading the 
bases. 
~ Contemolatine a suit for non-
supeort Jones faced leftfielder Ted 
Haley with one out. Haley 
grounded one towards shortstop 
Tom Conner. Conner flipped 
towards Jablonski to force the 
man at second but there was not 
play at first. URI scored the only_ 
tally Folkins would need as Haley 
crossed the plate. 
"On that inf'tel_d you 11 see lots of 
errors," said Conner. "There's a 
lot of rocks on that hard surface." 
· UNH's losing streak was at 
s_~ven wit_!!.__th_iL_t Ios~ out ~!i_e_1 cam, 
out swinging in the second game. 
Center fielder Paul Lecompte 
started things off with a leadoff 
· With major league scouts in the 
stands measuring Jones's fastball 
with a 'Jugs" radar gun, he did not 
disappoint. The scouts received a 
87 mpg reading and a two-hit, l 
walk, seven strikeout performance 
from the ace righthander from 
·Portsmouth. 
single. He advanced to third when 
For Something Completely Different, Try 
The Balancing Point cafe 
Gourmet Natural Food~ 
affordable prices 
Luncheon 10:30-2:30 Tues-Sat 
Dinner 5-9 Fri & Sat 
Brunch on Sundays! 10-3 
38 Daniel St. in Portsmouth 
. TakeOutServiceAvailab(~431:905Q 
Spending the Summer 
in the M~rrimack Valley? 
-------------------------
The best contact 
of )Our life. 
For clear •1• d -sa11ne. 
"Feel Safe" 90 day 100% returnable fee. · 
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved. 
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit. 
One year office visits. 
No obligation in-office trial. 
Complete eyeglass and 
eye examination services. 
Fitting by Dr. Lewis E. Palosky, 
Optometrist. 
In-office service plan available 
ey~MP.!l~~!~tpi . 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 l603) 436-1200 
~n Monday th~ Saturday 10 AM. _ 
If so, you can ... 
Earn credits towards your degree. 
Take a course you've missed in our 
5, 8, and 13-week summer session. 
Classes meet day or evening; credits 
transferable to your campus. · 
Registering now. Classes begin May 19 
and June 23. 
------.-------------------
CALL 668-0700 or write: . 
Merrimack Valley College 
RFD 4, Hackett Hill Rd, Manchester 
NH03102 
--------------------------
A campus of the University System 
of New Hampshire 
URI's catcher, Tony Calucci 
picked up Mark 0'Hearn 's bunt in 
front of the plate and threw it into , 
center field. 
Chris Collins, the DH, walked 
and clean-up hitter Mike salinaor 
picked up an RBI when he strolled 
also. Jiqi WHolley and Matt Kelly 
brought home 0-Hearn and 
Collins respectively with g round 
balls to second,-uping the lead to 3-
balls to second, upping the lead to 
3-0. -
· The Rams chipped away at 
UNH hurler Steve Johnson 
reaching him for two runs in the 
second and two more in the fifth to 
take a 4-3 lead. take a 4-3 lead. 
LeCompte led off the bottom of 
the fifth with his second single. He 
was sacrificed to second by 
0'Hearn, moved to third on a 
single by Collins and came home 
on Salinaro's single. URl's starter 
Dave Jansen was sent to the 
showers and was replaced by Dave 
Distefano who retired the Cats by . 
getting Wholley and Conor to end 
thines. 
Louie Coakley led off URI's 
seventh with a single into left and 
was advanced by Joe Pirrello's 
bunt after the second out Johnson 
helped dig himself into a jam by 
walking Steve Galuska. The walk 
was followed by consecutive 
singles by Calucci and Healy 
bringing home the go-ahead r~ns. 
Trailing 6-4, ONH went to work 
on UiStefano. 1\fter O'Hearn was 
robbed by the Ram hurler on his 
smash up the middle, Collins 
walked and was pinch run for by 
hurler Johnson. Salinaro was hit 
by a pitch to put two men on with 
:me out. After Wholley went out 
on a fielder's choice, Kelly walked 
load the bases. ' 
Coach Conor went to his bench 
and brought up pinch-hitter Andy 
Bricklye. Brickly never swung 
takinga 3-2 pitch for ball four to 
force in a run. This set up 
Jablonski and the · captain came 
thorugh with a ·solid single to left 
bringing acrodd pinchrunners 
Johnson and Skip Swiezynski to 
end Coach Connor's misery and 
snap the Cats out of their skid. 
TRACK 
continued from page 19 
·attaining a height of 15'4", the 
same as winner Bill Marcotte. 
Marcotte, who c .. ompeted 
unattached but is a student here at 
· UNH, won the event on the basis 
of fewer misses. 
Marcotte is ineligible to 
compete for-the Wildcats this year 
because he must sit out one season 
because of his transfer from 
another school. 
Sommers finished third with a 
distance of 45°'-6.3 to round out the: 
. UNH member~ who plac~d. ·1he 
. Cats compete next weekend in the 
prestigious Penn Relays the 25th 
and 26th. Sunday they travel to. 
Hanover, N.H., for the Dartmouth 
Re~ays. 
Fay; Hard work pays off 
By Bill Nader· 
:.John Fay'" walks to class; a Brine 
lacrosse stick clenched in his right 
hand, books in his left. He is 
UNH's ambassador of lacrosse, 
representing the sport as well as the 
school. 
"When we go on away trips," 
said UNH coach Ted Garber, 
"everyone wants to write about 
UNH and John Fay." 
But Fay tactfully redirects the 
spotlight off himself and on to the 
team. ''I'd like to see other players, 
like Linus (Sheehan), get 
recognized. I think he's the best 
goalie in New England." . 
Fay, a junior attackman, is 
UNH's career leader in assists (92) 
and _points (162). "Everything he's 
done is not because he has the 
God-given ability," said Garber. 
"He's the hardest worker on the 
team," added senior midfielder 
Eric Fraser, "and the last one off 
the field every day." 
Linus Sheehan attributes Fay's 
success to "his dedication. He is 
always trying to improve himself." 
Fay is 6-1, 180 pounds, with a 
lanky build which pr~>Vides him 
with outstanding reach. He is at his 
best quarterbacking the offense 
from behind the net. It is there 
where Fay operates, utilizing his 
ability to dissect the opposition. 
There is no weakness to his 
game. Once the ball is in his stick, 
Fay is a threat. He cannot be 
stopped by one defender. 
In a recent UNH 14-1 trouncing 
of Tufts.-Jum~o coach Ed Clinton 
asked one of his midfielders what 
was wrong. The midfielder replied, 
"You can't cover him with one 
man," pointing to Fay·. 
Yesterday, Fay performed his 
magic against Brown, and the 
crowd appreciated his artistry on 
the field. He put on a stickhandling 
exhibition late in the third period, 
was knocked down, then rolled to 
the ground and came up passing. 
The play resulted in a Brian Noyes 
sn~l. hrPi:alcin.9 ~ 1 ,_ 11 tiP 
According to Garber, Fay is the 
premier attackman in New 
England and one of the top five in 
the country. 
Harvard coach Bob Scalise calls 
Fay "a very dangerous · player. 
Johnny's best asset is his overall 
game sense. Co~bine that with his 
speed and quickness, and you have 
a great player. And that's what 
Johnny Fay is." 
Still, Fay has yet to achieve All-
American status. "It's one of my 
ultimate goals," he admits, "but it's 
a personal thing." 
"Basically, the reason he hasn't 
made it is because it's political," 
Garber argues. "The important 
thing is everyone knows how good 
he really is." 
Fay's primary goal however, is 
helping UNH win the New 
England Conference. "It's getting 
kind of repetitious seeing the same 
schools dominate. 
"New England lacrosse is getting 
better,•• said the .ambassador. 
"Five years ago, the top team in 
New England was regarded as a 
jvl..ic. Nuw wic'1c bicc1tiug tcc111111 lik.c 
Corn,el! and Rutgers." 
And now UNH can be placeded 
among the powers in· New 
England. Ranked 16th in the 
country, the Wildcats are on the 
lacrosse map. UNH and John Fay, 
the ambassador, wouldn't have it 
any other way. 
Rodgers does it again 
3y Gerry Miles 
Bill Rod__gers four-time winner of 
the Boston Marathon, prefers 
temperatures in the mid-forties, 
with good reason, it almost cost 
him the 84th running of the BAA 
(Boston Athletic Association) 
yesterday. . 
Despite muscle cramps dunng 
the last eight miles, Rodgers won 
the Boston Marathon for the third 
consecutive time in a time of 
2: 12.11, while battling 70 degree 
temperatures. . 
The only other person to wm 
three consecutive Boston 
Marathons is Clarnence Demar. 
Demar holds the record for most 
wins at Boston with seven. 
UNH's Mark Berma.nand Mike 
St. Laurent ran their first Boston 
Marathon. Berman finished 552nd 
in a time of 2:44.02, while the 
results of St. Laurent and Tony 
Scarlotto, who ran his first Boston 
last year, were unavailable at press 
time. · 
Rosie Ruiz of New York was the 
first female finisher winning in a 
time of 2:31.00 in her second 
I.JI 
.. 
But the question raised 
yesterday afternoon was whether 
or not Ruiz left the course and re-
entered elsewhere. Accordi~g to a 
statement read by race director, 
Wifl Cloney, "a complete 
investigation will be undertaken in 
the next· week to check a 
discrepancy in the women's race. 
We will do everything possible to 
check this matter out. 
"I personally am completely 
disgusted," said an obviously upset 
Cloney in the Prudential press 
room. 
According to a race official, who 
refused to give his name as well as 
second and third place winners, 
Jacqueline Gareau and Patti 
Lyons, Ruiz ne.ver passed them 
during the race. 
"But right now we have no 
reason not to say she's the 
winner," the official said. 
The validity of Ruiz's race was 
questioned just before the awards 
presentation in the Pru parking 
garage when Lyons and Gareau 
brought up the fact to Cloney and 
other officials. 
Cloney later admitted that the 
award would never have ben given 
to Ruiz had the controversy been 
brought up previously. 
Rodgers said, "It was a real 
struggle during the last eight miles. 
It was the epitome of a marathon," 
he said, pa using. "It was a real 
(cough) ... bitch ... man." · 
Rodgers, not known for running 
well in warm temperatures, found 
the more than thirty degree 
difference from last year a real 
difference. "I had to struggle just to 
keep up a certain pace. I started to 
fall apart around Wellesley, about 
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Bill Rodgers shown here at his third consecutive press confere~ce. 
Does he look like he just ran 26 miles, 385 yards? ( Gerry Miles 
photo) 
Laxwomen crunch Chiefs 
Bv Boston Neary 
The UN H women's lacrosse 
~q_~d _r_e_couperated from last ·. -. 
Thursday's Harvard drubbing to 
defeat Springfield College 7-2 
Saturday on the Chief's astroturf. 
Balanced scoring highlighted 
game as Carol Berry and standout 
attackwoman Donna O'Brien each. 
sailed two goals past Springfield. 
goalies, while Janet Cope, Gaby: 
Haroules and Carla Hesler each 
adciedlone. tallfes. ----
UN H Head Coach Jean R1llmg 
noted that the Wildcats probably 
would have added five more scores 
had the ball not hit the goal posts 
every time. 
"In the first h::1lf we had to olav 
around ~pri~gfield ' s zone 
defense," s.;id Riilingl- "We just The Wildcats have been working 
couldn't get the ball mto the net. .. on breaking zone defenses and 
Yet the Springfield zone allowed Coach ~illing said that she will 
the Wildcats to repeatedly follow 
their wide shots behind the net 
positions, enabling the volatile 
offense to take second shots on 
go~l-d_uri~g_ the first half. 
Sprmgheld showed no offense 
against the ever improving UNH 
defense as they shot only once on 
goal, and the Cats took a 5-0 lea<1 
at half. 
Coach Rilling did add that 
although her team did shoot 28 
times on net, their shooting 
average was only 25 percent; far 
below the team average. ~ - · 
. stick by her man-to-man strategy 
preferring to give up "two to four"'' 
goals per game as compared to the 
possible higher numbers that a· 
zone defense could possibly allow. 
The 3-1 Wildcats travel to 
Northeastern today for a 3:30 
contest to take on the Huskies. 
Northeastern has not presented a 
majority of problems for the Cats 
in the past, but coupled with 
Thursday's home contest against 
Dartmouth could prove to be 
tough games as each.teamjs said to 
have improved greatly. 
• • • I .. .. ... . - , .. . . '\ -, 
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John Fay fires a left-handed shot in last season loss to U ass. 
. UNH _will seek revenge in Cowell Stadium Saturday. · (Bob 
Homer photo) 
Miller, Kimball star 
... . 
By Larry McGrath . . 
Alex Miller has an identity 
problem. He and all the other 
members of the UNH men's track 
team toil in relative obscurity in 
· the "backwoods" of Durham, 
escaping the notice of the Boston 
press. 
Troy Billings, Kimball's closest 
pursuer, was the past winter's New 
England three mile indoor champ _ 
b~t he could not catch the Wildcat 
as his last minute burst to overtake 
Kimball fell short. 
Miller and Dean Kimball took a 
couple very large steps toward 
putting the Wildcats into the 
forefront of New England track 
and field , setting school and meet 
records this past weekend at the 
Boston College Relays held at 
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 
Miller proved that people throw 
more than cowchips in this part of 
the country as he tossed the 
hammer 20 I 'l" to surpass his 
personal best• (a national meet 
qualifying heave of 191'4½') by 
almost 10 feet. 
Kimball pulled~ a tremendous 
upset by running away with the 
10,000 meters on Thursday night 
in 29:58.9. 
UNH coach John Copeland was 
pleased with the two victories. 
"Alex (Miller) had a real good 
effort, beating a good field. He 
seems to be improving with every 
meet. He should be ready for 
Austin (Texas, the ~ite of the 
NCAA finals June 4-6) soon." 
As for Kimball, "We always 
knew Dean was capable of doing 
it. It was just a matter of putting it , 
all together for him," said the 
cross-country coach-of-the-year 
this past fall. 
Also responding with 
tremendous efforts were Tobey 
Russ in the pole vault and Brian 
Sommers in e triple jump. Russ 
achieved his · personal best, 
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SPORT SHOa~xs· · 
Intramural Events 
.The championship game of men's intramural basketball will be 
played tomorrow night at 7:00. 
Anyone interested in co-rec softball must have rosters in by April 
28. It is a single elimination tourney (May 3-8) and five men and five 
women must fill the ten fielding positions. . 
A table-tennis tournament will be held in the Gaines Room of the 
MUB tomorrow night beginning at 6:30. 
URI nips UNH Crew 
The UNH crew team was nipped by UR.1 in the second annual 
Whit Mitchell Cup, named after a former studen_t-coach of UNH. 
The UNH women rowed impressively. The varsity four were easy 
winners over URI and the varsity eight defeated URI and the Coast 
Guard by two lengths. - . 
The novice crew upset the Coast Guard, but Rhody did not enter 
the race, giving the victory no point value. . . . 
The men failed to win an event,. expenencemg a variety of 
problems on the day. . . 
UNH will be in action Saturday at 10:00 when Amherst bnngs its 
' Boal s to Orster River in Durham. 
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Brown drops UNH • ID OT, 16-15 
By Bill Nader 
Overtime lasted for two minutes 
and thirty-six seconds. And then 
with a flick of John Borzilleri's 
stick, overtime became sudden 
victory for Brown and sudden 
death for UNH yesterday in 
Cowell stadium. 
. According to UNH coach Ted 
Garber, the difference in the 16-15 
seat-squirmer was "they got the 
last goal." 
"It was a lucky play," admitted 
Brown coach Cliff Stevenson. 
"It was a loose ball which 
popped up in the air, and their 
crease attackman (Borzil!eri) 
picked it up and fired it in," 
explained UNH goa-lie Linus 
Sheehan, who kept the Wildcats in 
the game with 22 saves. 
Ninth ranked Brown and 16th 
ranked UNH treated an 
appreciative crowd of 500 to the 
kind of lacrosse you see in a Pepsi 
commercial. 
Freshman Steve Glover 
sandwiched a pair of scores around 
a Mike Van Vleck man-up goal to 
give UNH a quick 3-0 advantage. 
From the very beginning, it was 
apparent that Sheehan had come 
to play in the nets. The Bruins were 
frustrated on numerous occasions, 
but they kept firing away at the 
senior goaltender. 
Brown ran off five consecutive 
goals, before settling for a 6-4 first 
period lead. 
Tad Barrows humiliated UNH 
all afternoon winning 30 of 32 face-
offs, and allowing Brown ball 
possession after almost every goal. 
"That was the difference in the 
game," said Sheehan. Brown 
counteracted our face-off 
advantage." 
The Brown m~rgin increased to 
three, 7-4, early in the second 
period before Eric Fraser scored 
from the right side, bringing UNH 
back into contention. Glover 
added two more goals, (six overall) 
between a Jeff Hacker blast and 
the Wildcats trailed 8-7 at 
intermission. 
Cotlin Fitch provided Brown 
with a two-goal edge, when he . 
tricked a shot 1: 15 into the second 
half, 9-7, the last time it would 
. experience sucn a cushion. UJover, 
Don McDowell and John Fay 
each scored for UNH in a span of 
2: 17, and sending the Wildcats on 
top, 10-9, for the first time since the 
opening period. 
Doug DeSimone temporarily 
replaced Charlie Meister in the 
Brown net, but Sheehan was 
clearly the class goaltender. "If we 
were a pro team," said Stevenson, 
"I'd trade a first draft choice and 
three midfielders for Sheehan and 
Fay." 
Glover scored his final goal in 
the game with 6:52 remaining in 
the third period to break a 10-10 
tie. He took a pass from Fay, spun 
away from a pair of Brown 
defensemen, and bounced a shot 
past DeSimone. 
But there would be no joy in 
Durham on that sunny Monday. 
Jeff Hacker put Brown back on 
top with two goals in 48 seconds, 
and although UNH responded 
with a pair of its own, the Tad 
Barrows face-off domination was 
an asset which Brown turned into a 
capital gain. 
coach Cliff Stevenson contended LACROSSE, page 17 
that "Sheehan's goalie play 
Host Dartmouth today 
UNH's John Fay kicks a loose ball away from Brown d~fens~man Mark Farnham and Joe 
McDonnell. UNH will host Harvard tomorrow at 3 p.m. (BIii Hill photo) 
UNH runner-up . at tourney 
By Jackie MacMullan A 
seventh inning two-run blast by 
first baseman Patty Foster was not 
enough as the Wildcats were 
downed 5-3 by UMass at the 
Vermont Inv"itational Tourna-
ment over the weekend. 
UMass, which has -edged UNH 
three times this season, went on to 
win the tournament. The Wildcats 
had to settle for second best by 
posting victories over an 
unimpressive UMaine Orono 
squad and a scrappy Catamount 
team. 
doubles put UVM up 1-0. The lead 
lasted for half an inning. 
A walk, two nice bunts by Foster 
and Lagasse, and a UVM error put 
the Wildcats ahead after one, 4-1. 
Wildcat nine splits two 
The Wildcats, who were tied 
with UMass through most of the 
contest, saw the game slip away 
when they allowed four unearned 
runs in the fifth. 
Then UNH committed just · 
about every mortal sin ever 
dreamed of in softball - three 
infield errors, two wild pitches, 
two walks, and a passed ball. 
When the nightmarish inning was 
over, UNH pitcher Diane Delishe 
had not given up one hit, yet four 
UMass runs had crossed the plate. 
As they have all season, the 
UNH team broke down and played 
one atrocious inning of ball in the 
third. Winter sparked the rally for 
UVM connecting for a single to 
right field. Jones followed suit, and 
an infield error on Dodge's 
grounder loaded the bases for the 
Catamounts. Thibault hit a single 
sharply to right and brought in two 
runs. UNH committed three more 
errors before retriring the side with 
Vermont holding a 6-4 lead. 
By Larry McGrath 
Ask a baseball expert about 
pitching and he11 probably say 
"pitching is 80 percent of the 
2ame." · 
Ask UNH coach Ted Connor 
what ha pens when you don't get 
that needed pitching and he says 
"You're going to have to score a 
hell of a lot of runs." _ 
Connor dijn't get it in either 
game Sunday but at least his 
Wildcats scored a "hell of a lot of 
runs" in the first of their 
doubleheader winning the opener 
9-8, before dropping the finale, 7-4 
to Holy Cross in Worcester, MA. 
Traiiing 8-3 in the top of the 
fifth, Connor utilized tP.ree pinch 
hitters in rallying for six runs to 
give the resurging Cats their 
second straight win. 
. The big inning began with Chris 
Collins leading off with a single t9 
left. Mike Salinaro then walked 
and was forced at second by Jim 
Wholley leaving men at first andl 
third. The pinchhitting parade 
started when Andy Brickley, 
hitting for Mait Kelly singled in 
Collins for the first run. 
He was followed by fellow 
substitute Skip Swiezynski's pinch 
double which brought in another 
Left-handed hitting ,Jim Wholley (.294) slaps a single to rightfield 
against URI. UNH is 4-8 this season. (!lill Hill photo) 
run. Captain Greg Jablonski 
reached on an error by H C's Neil 
Solomon allowing Jeff Quirk the 
third pinch swinger of the inning to 
bring home two more with a triple. 
Quirk died at third but the damage 
was done. UNH led 9-8 and never 
relinquished that slim lead. 
Terry Williams, who came in 
during the fifth inning, limited the 
Crusaders to one hit over the final 
three innings to seal the victory for 
the Cats, now 4-8 after Sunday's 
·action. 
The Cats dropped the finale as 
Neil Solomon ruined their chance 
for a sweep. The HC third 
baseman went three-for-three and 
knocked in three runs to vanquish 
the UNH nine, 7-4. 
UNH rightfielder Mike Salinaro 
accomplished a rare baseball feat 
as he smashed two consecutive 
inside-the-park homers, both 
reaching the almost identical spot 
in right-center field. 
Salinaro 's offense was not 
enough as Tom O'Shea and Mike 
Colburn could not keep the hard-
hitting Crusaders at bay, 
surrendering seven runs. 
The Cats host Dartmouth today 
at Brackett field at I :00 o.m. in 
hopes of keeping their ECAC .. · 
playoff hopes alive. 
"W~ have plenty of pitchers. 
That's not the problem," said 
Connor. .. We just have to learn 
that in college baseball, you can 't 
make mistakes to good hitters. 
Sunday we did and we paid the 
price." 
Jones, who suffered a tough 2-0 
loss his last time out (against 
UMass) opposed URI _at Brackett 
field in the first game Saturday. 
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"We outpitched them and outhit 
them, they just got all the breaks," 
said UNH coach Jane Job. 
UNH started their own bats 
swinging off UMass pitching ace 
Sue Peters in the first inning. 
Peters, who was untouchable 
against the Wildcats a week ago 
when she hurled a no-hitter, 
started off with a walk to short-
stop Patty Bohner. Patty Foster 
laid down a bunt that sent Bohner 
to third and Cheryl Murtagh 
stroked the first run with a single to 
left. 
· The Wildcats continued to make 
good contact with the ball and 
looked strong defensively until the 
disasterous fifth inning. 
Trailing 5-1 going into the 
seventh, Patty Bohner looped a 
single to left-center. Patty Foster 
let one rip to deep right and it was 
5-3, but Peters held Murtagh and 
Birmingham at bay, and UMass 
clinched the victory. 
Diane Delisle was the hard-luck 
loser for UNH. "Diesel" gave up 
six- hits, two walks, and one earned 
run. 
"Diesel pitched an excellent 
game." praised Job. "It is too bad 
she had to take the loss." 
Immediately after their game 
with UMass, the Wildcats stayed 
on the field and played a see-saw 
game against the host team wh~ch 
turned out to be a real thriller. 
Julie Winter and Sandra Jones 
started the wheels turning for the 
Catamounts as their back-to-back 
Claudette Thibault, UVM's 
freshman ace on the mound, 
retired the next ten UNH batters 
until Murtagh broke the ice in the 
fifth with a single to center field. 
Instead of going with the long 
ball, UNH tested the UVM infield. 
Two beautiful drag bunts by Pam 
Hill and Terri Birmingham loaded 
the . bases. Ann Huidekoper 
completed the squeeze play and 
Lynne Walsh hit a sacrifice fly and 
the game was knotted at 6-6. 
In the bottom of the seventh, the 
Wildcats decided not to stick 
around for extra innings and 
Birmingham hit a shot to left that 
was good for a two-bagger. 
Freshman Ann Huidekoper came 
up with the clutch hit, a game-
w inning single, to bring 
Birmingham around. 
UNH began the tournament on 
Friday with the 8--0 rout of 
UMaine. Lisa Cefalo was the 
winning pitcher, surrendering jsut 
three hits and two walks. 
Freshman Pam Hill was three-for-
three in her first game as 
designated hitter, and Laurie 
Lagasse went two-fo!'-two on the 
dav. 
The UNH attack was a balanced 
one with Hill and Lagasse hot in 
the first game, Murtagh (2-3) and 
Bohner {3-3) in the UMass game, 
and Birmingham (3-4) and 
Huidekoper (3-4) · in the UVM 
contest. 
"Overall I was pleased ~ith the 
weekend," said Job. "We really 
had only one total bad inning- a 
half inning against UMass and a 
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